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approach, AAAMS (a), is shown along with conventional Mean Shift results
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SUMMARY
The thesis of this work is that — By leveraging 3D geometry at macro scales, it is possible to
perform purely geometric analysis of real world 3D data that is robust in the face of noise, viewpoint
changes, occlusions and partially overlapping content.
In this work, we introduce a robust representation framework capable of effectively harnessing
macro scale 3D geometry in real world scenes; present a robust loss for improved estimation;
derive a novel optimization technique for related class of nonconvex, nonsmooth losses and
resulting objectives; and demonstrate the efficacy of proposed robust representations and robust
optimization in demanding settings.
Sensor data from the physical world is usually unpredictable and always imperfect. The same
can be said about potential application settings and possible scenarios arising in reality. Con-
sidering the challenging, often noise-ridden, nature of 3D modality itself as well — robustness
becomes a practical necessity for high performing 3D-centric methods.
We present robust, purely geometric representations for fundamental association and analysis
problems involving multiple views and scenes. The representations utilize surface patches / seg-
ments as the underlying data unit, and leverage 3D geometry at macro scales. We demonstrate
how this results in discriminative characterizations that are robust to high noise, local ambigui-
ties, sharp viewpoint changes, occlusions, partially overlapping content and related challenges.
We discuss a novel approach to find localized geometric associations between two vastly varying
views of a scene, through semi-dense patch correspondences, and align them. We present means
to evaluate structural content similarity between two scenes, and to ascertain their potential
association. And we show how this can be utilized to obtain geometrically diverse data frame
retrievals, and resultant rich, atemporal reconstructions.
The presented solutions are applicable over both depth images and point cloud data. They are
to be able to perform in settings that are significantly less restrictive than ones under which
existing methods operate. In our experiments, the approaches outperformed pure 3D methods
in literature. Under high variability, the approaches also compared well with solutions based
on RGB and RGB-D.
We then look at more fundamental methods to address robustness in an intrinsic sense. We in-
troduce a robust loss function that is generally applicable to estimation and learning problems.
The loss, which is nonconvex as well as nonsmooth, is shown to have a desirable combination
of theoretical properties well suited for estimation (or fitting) and outlier suppression (or rejec-
tion). In conjunction, we also present a methodology for effective optimization of a broad class
of nonsmooth, nonconvex objectives — some of which would prove problematic for popular
methods in literature. Promising results were obtained from our empirical analysis on 3D data.
Finally, we discuss a nonparametric approach for robust mode seeking. It is based on mean shift,
but does not assume homoscedastic or isotropic bandwidths. It is useful for finding modes and




Real world data always has noise — an external, unknown, variability which cannot be pre-
dicted. For a procedure to be utile in the physical world, it needs to be able to accommodate,
tackle this perplexity — it needs to be robust.
Robustness is particularly necessary for the considerably challenging 3D modality. In general,
the modality has high local ambiguity and may not be lavish with information on the whole
(in contrast to appearance). 3D sensing data is prone to a number of imperfections as well,
such as holes and spikes. This is especially true for data acquired from commodity range /
depth sensing hardware which tends to be quite noisy, with several artifacts. Typical 3D data
from indoor or structural environments tends to be locally smooth and isomorphic in nature,
which makes the analysis significantly more difficult. Changes in viewpoint, occlusions and
partially overlapping content exacerbate the problem much further, when the tasks involve
multiple views and scenes.
This work discusses methods for analysis over 3D data that are robust in the face of real
world challenges such as high variability and noise. The presented methods do away with
certain prevailing assumptions, simplifications or limitations, that hamper performance and
hinder broader or better applicability in the real world.
We consider an overarching thesis for purely geometric 3D analysis, and based on it, propose
robust solutions for fundamental 3D association problems. We also discuss more abstracted,
and general, methods pertaining to optimization and estimation for robust data analysis.
Our thesis is that — By leveraging 3D geometry at macro scales, it is possible to perform purely
geometric analysis of real world 3D data that is robust in the face of noise, viewpoint changes,
occlusions and partially overlapping content.
We propound the importance of macro level geometry for robust processing and analysis of
real world 3D data. By macro here, we indicate geometry of a more comprehensive scope,
and defined through a more holistic context — descriptions of arbitrary span over surfaces,
primitives and structures, and encompassing spatial relationships between them.
The essential significance of macro level geometry is manifest in the way we perceive —
be it while navigating environments, or for getting acquainted with a setting. We regularly
localize, gauge positions relative to the surfaces and structures in the neighborhood — often
situating ourselves, and other objects, with respect to the surrounding layout. And we
1
often make stronger inferences about qualitative attributes through physical form, structural
characteristics and spatial configuration — like determining whether some furniture is suited
for seating based on its form, distinguishing a sofa from a couch based on its structural
characteristics, and discerning rooms with identical furniture or similar layout based on the
specifics of the arrangement pattern.
Interestingly, quite often we can, and do, comport just fine when appearance cues are
inadequate, and even when they are ambiguous or absent — macro level geometry is
definitely an enabler. The invaluable metric information readily furnished by spatial geometry
can empower navigation or reconstruction tasks, while recognition or inference can benefit
significantly from appropriate descriptions of shape and structure.
Whilst the literature is replete with approaches dedicated to capturing 3D geometric infor-
mation 1, the outstanding ones in literature have mainly been reliant on (discriminative)
appearance information. This is especially the case for association tasks over multiple views
and scenes. Relatively few association methodologies work well on noisy, imperfect 3D point
clouds or depth images from the real world. Most of them are limited to quite specific use
cases, are significantly restrictive, or critically rely on additional pieces of information to
obtain strong direct or indirect association priors (for instance, [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]). There
is a clear need for representations and descriptions capable of better harnessing geometry
from real world 3D data, while being robust to its numerous challenges.
We consider the use of surface patches as the underlying data representation — a near
complete, compact representation that affords inherent robustness to point level noise. By
exploiting macro level geometry, we show how highly discriminative descriptions can be
derived for / from them, without fundamentally relying on appearance. It is evinced how the
developed descriptions achieve invariance to sharp changes in viewpoint, and a high degree
of robustness to noises, occlusions, local ambiguities and partially overlapping content.
3D surface patches (or segments, to refer to any set of 3D contiguous surface patches) allow
us to effectively represent most kinds of scenes, shapes and structures. And the ability to
1 Most current descriptions are derived directly from / about 3D points, and their possible aggregation
thereof. Although they generally afford good localization and are parsimonious, they are encumbered under
viewpoint changes, point noises and local ambiguities — are not robust / stable, and often inapplicable, [1,
2]. In case of features based on interest points, poor keypoint repeatability poses another problem. Besides,
descriptions based on points are not inherently suitable (or efficient) for capturing non-local geometry in face of
various discontinuities and undulant curvature, particularly in everyday scenes with a multitude of interfacing
bodies and surfaces. Coarse approximate representations based on planes, normal distributions, spectral analysis,
fourier transforms and hough transforms have been utilized as well, in [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] for instance. While
decidedly more stable, they miss out on important details (like curvature and spatial layout), and do not localize
well — their utility lies in coarse alignment when good initializations are available.
More recently, 3D voxel grids carrying occupancy information have been successfully employed in model-
centric analysis of volumetric objects and structures, such as in [9, 10]. These are useful in reasoning about
pre-localized information (known sensor poses or single views), through exhaustive description over some
volume. Still, discretized occupancy cells with an anchored, global coordinate frame lack orientation - are not
the most appropriate representation of projectively acquired data.
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describe them discriminatively, invariantly and robustly opens up promising possibilities for
association, recognition and related tasks over 3D data.
Scenarios and settings where spatio-temporal contiguity is weak, or altogether absent, could
benefit from the framework’s high robustness to multi-view challenges. For instance, settings
involving freely / actively moving sensors, or multiple uncoordinated ones, or scenarios
which involve sparse or uneven data acquisition, possibly over a network. Or search and
retrieval tasks in absence of useful priors — say, from an unordered database or assorted
repositories. Such scenarios may prove difficult, even unviable, for alternative 3D geometric
approaches.
A purely 3D framework with good performance in the real world broadens applicability
as well. Besides 3D only settings, it could be be leveraged in situations when appearance
cues are inadequate or ambiguous — texture scant environs or under under weak lighting
conditions, for instance. This is often the case in indoor, industrial or construction environs.
While a well designed representation can directly tackle the real world challenges of a data
type and the problem domain, robustness can also be sought at a more fundamental level —
abstracted from all but the core characteristics and statistics of data.
We consider robustness in this complimentary and intrinsic sense as well, through approaches
for robust estimation and optimization. We delve a bit into mathematical properties that
render robustness to estimator functions, on the characterization of outliers, and the sig-
nificance of both nonconvexity and nonsmoothness in this regard. We thereby introduce a
robust loss function that seems well suited for outlier suppression and exact model fitting.
These traits are often essential for robust processing of real world 3D data.
A closely related robust optimization methodology, to solve M - estimation and structured
estimation type objectives, is discussed as well. These objectives figure frequently in learning
and estimation problems in perception, including ones over 3D data — such as inverse
problems pertaining to motion estimation and reconstruction.
The other robust method for direct data space analysis discussed in this thesis, pertains
to reliable detection of modes or bumps in the data. At times, depending on the problem
at hand and the nature of feature space, an explicit characterization of the data is either
unviable or unnecessarily cumbersome — denoising normals of arbitrary 3D surfaces, for
instance. A simple to adapt approach, that can be applied to irregular, complex data spaces
(possibly as a preprocessor) would prove useful. For such purposes, we discuss an anisotropic,
data driven methodology, based on mean shift, for nonparametric mode seeking and feature
space grouping / smoothing.
3
Thesis Overview and Chapter Outlines
1.1 Robust Anisotropic Mode Seeking
The aforementioned method for robust mode seeking and feature space smoothing / cluster-
ing is discussed first, in Chapter 2. It is based on mean shift — a non-parametric, derivative
free, mode finding technique that has easy, general applicability. As mentioned earlier, the
technique is especially handy in data spaces that are irregular, are difficult to characterize
and model. It is thus useful in low-level, possibly preprocessing, tasks in perception — such
as clustering or smoothing of features and noisy sensor data.
Mean shift methodologies in literature have largely been isotropic, as well as homoscedastic.
We discuss how naturally guided agglomeration can address these limitations — resulting
in robust, fully anisotropic and locally adaptive mode seeking / clustering. Additionally,
conventional mean shift requires careful selection of the bandwidth parameter on a per
instance basis. The presented approach, due to its adaptive design, also alleviates this issue -
with a default form performing generally well. Analysis for convergence is covered as well.
Chapter 2 first introduces standard Mean Shift as a fixed point iteration over the kernel density
estimate of data. It then discusses some of the existing work in literature in some detail, while
motivating the need of a locally adaptive, anisotropic approach. The methodology is then
covered in Section 2.2, where we derive update equations, and discuss how to agglomerate,
update bandwidths and post-process. Qualitative and quantitative experiments are then
covered Section 2.3, and we conclude with Section 2.4.
1.2 Robust Geometric Association with Surface Patches
We then discuss the problem of making localized geometric associations between two
3D point clouds or depth images in Chapter 3. This is useful for ascertaining geometric
correspondences between the point sets. And when they pertain to the same scene, to
calculate motion between them and align them. These problems are fundamental to several
tasks in navigation, tracking, mapping and reconstruction. They are also useful in tasks
involving detection and semantic content association.
We present a solution based on making potentially dense 3D surface patch correspondences
between given point sets. Ascertaining surface patch correspondences in a generalized
fashion, has hitherto not been addressed to our knowledge.
We show how 3D geometrical properties leveraged at macro scales, can result in a high
degree of association robustness — to noise, and to issues related to viewpoint changes,
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such as wide baselines, heavy rotations, significant occlusions and partial overlaps. The
presented approach is based on representing patches of interest as sequences of invariant
geometrical properties, by employing uniquely consistent partial orderings. These sequences
are then matched through an optimal sequence alignment metric based on the Restricted
Damerau-Levenshtein distance. The approach can robustly handle steep viewpoint changes
while not relying on any priors on pose, motion or structure, or making any assumptions
on them. In our experiments, it outperformed purely geometric baselines. Under larger
viewpoint changes, it performed better than approaches based on RGB-D inputs as well.
We start Chapter 3 by motivating the need of a purely geometric association approach that
is robust to challenges of real world 3D data, and performs competently in practice. We
also explain why a framework based on surface patches can prove useful in achieving this
objective. After surveying existing work in Section 3.1, our approach is presented in Sec-
tion 3.2. Section 3.2.1 shows how patches can be expressed through a set of robust, viewpoint
invariant features that capture 3D geometry at macro scales, and Sections 3.2.2 through 3.2.4
show how these sets can be utilized to ascertain surface patch correspondences. Surface
patch segmentation and hierarchy generation is covered in Section 3.3. We then empirically
evaluate the approach in Section 3.4. We not only compare it with popular 3D geometric
methods, but also with state-of-the-art methods in RGB-D as well. Finally, we conclude with
Section 3.5.
1.3 Robust Geometric Scene Association and Retrieval
We then show how to evaluate similarity between 3D point sets based on their geometric and
structural content, in Chapter 4. Quantifying geometric similarity between views of scenes,
and ascertaining whether two given views pertain to the same physical scene or not, are both
fundamentally important problems. They are intrinsic to several navigation, reconstruction
and recognition tasks.
We address the problem in a minimally restrictive setting — as one of geometric retrieval
from an unannotated, spatio-temporally unordered database. Again, this is made possible by
leveraging macro scale geometry. The approach involves expressing discriminative macro
scale information in a learnt viewpoint-invariant feature space. These are then encoded in a
frame-level signature that can be utilized to measure geometric content similarity.
The approach generalizes well - it does not require dataset specific training, and scales up
nicely. Experiments indicated it to be robust to sharp viewpoint differences and related
challenges. We also show how the methodology can be employed to affect geometric
diversity — to select a set of data frames which are structurally similar yet diverse amongst
themselves. We show this results in better workspace coverage and richer reconstructions.
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In our experiments, the presented approach outperformed ones based on depth data. It
also performed better than ones operating on RGB / RGB-D data and employing CNNs
(Convolution Neural Nets).
We start Chapter 4 by first establishing why ascertaining 3D geometric similarity and as-
sociation in a minimally restrictive setting is important. We then distinguish the problem
addressed by our approach from ones in existing literature, and continue to do so in Sec-
tion 4.1. After formalizing the problem in Section 4.2, we look at how a general geometric
feature space can be learnt in Section 4.3. This utilizes feature sets that are based on
Section 3.2.1, but are more exhaustive and have increased redundancy. Section 4.4 shows
how features from this space can be encoded to generate signatures that can characterize
scene-views. (Sections 4.5 and 4.6) then outline how a geometrically diverse set of retrievals
can be obtained, while Section 4.7 shows how to ascertain physical association with some of
them. Further details are covered in Section 4.8. Section 4.9 then elaborates on empirical
evaluations of our approach. This includes extensive comparisons with state-of-the-art
methods (mostly based on appearance). Finally, we discuss our conclusions in Section 4.10.
1.4 A Nonsmooth Nonconvex Loss and related Robust Optimization
Finally in Chapter 5, we approach robustness at a fundamental level, through robust loss
functions and optimization. We introduce a robust loss, with a combination of properties well
suited for 3D estimation and fitting tasks. In conjunction, we also present a methodology for
optimization of nonsmooth, nonconvex objectives. The presented scheme directly addresses
an important general class of losses (to which the proposed loss also belongs), and related M-
estimation and structured objectives. The methodology also supports block wise optimization
for increased scalability and efficiency. A nonlinear least absolute deviations solver was
developed as part of the proposed framework. The solver utilizes efficient and stable proximal
operations. It is useful by itself as it can address general nonlinear least absolute deviation
based problems. Besides being independently useful (and much more generally applicable),
the contributions in this chapter are complimentary to the front-end approaches such as ones
presented in Chapters 3 and 4.
Chapter 5 begins by discussing the significance of nonconvex, nonsmooth formulations
and why they are difficult to optimize. Section 5.1 then provides background on loss
functions and related influence functions. The introduced loss and and its properties are
then discussed in Section 5.2 and contrasted with a number of losses prevalent in perception
literature. We then provide some background in variational factorization of loss functions in
Section 5.3, which is utilized in our optimization methodology. Various objectives of interest
are subsequently discussed in Section 5.4. Sections 5.5 through 5.7 then present specifics of
the proposed optimization methodology. They detail the optimization of each of the objective
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forms discussed in Section 5.4. Our empirical evaluations on 3D data are then presented in
Section 5.8, and we finally conclude with Section 5.9.
1.5 Concluding Comments
We conclude the thesis with a summarization in Chapter 6. It overviews major results, and
discusses some open problems and future directions.
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CHAPTER 2
ROBUST ANISOTROPIC MODE SEEKING
We first discuss a generally applicable method for robust analysis, for mode seeking and
clustering. It is useful in low dimensional feature spaces that are irregular, are difficult
to characterize and model. The methodology is based on mean shift, and allows for fully
anisotropic mode seeking and clustering through unsupervised, local bandwidth selection.
The bandwidth matrices evolve naturally, adapting locally through agglomeration, and in
turn guiding further agglomeration. This results in increased saliency and robustness, while
alleviating instance specific initialization sensitivity.
Mean shift is a powerful nonparametric technique for robust mode seeking and unsupervised
pattern clustering. References [16, 17] established it’s utility in low-level perception tasks
such as feature clustering, filtering and in tracking. It has been in popular use since, as a very
useful tool for pattern clustering of sensor data ([18, 19] for example). It has also found
niche as a preprocessor (a priori segmentation, smoothing) before higher level image & video
analysis tasks such as scene parsing, object recognition, detection ([20, 21, 22]). Image
segmentation approaches such as Markov Random Fields, Spectral clustering, Hierarchical
clustering use it as an a priori segmenter with improved results ([20, 23, 24, 25, 26]).
Mean Shift methodologies though, employ some assumptions and have some limitations,
which may not be desirable. Its popular standard form, [16], utilizes fixed, scalar bandwidth
assuming homoscedasticity and isotropicity. Being homoscedastic, it also requires proper
bandwidth choice on a per instance basis. The adaptive Mean Shift variants, [27, 28],
ascertain variable bandwidths, but they still assume isotropicity. They also make use of
heuristics which are not flexible, and lack clustering control. Offline bandwidth selection
methods for Mean Shift ([29, 30, 31]), typically estimate a single, global bandwidth, and/or
are data specific/non-automatic. As indicated in Figure 2.1 - isotropic/scalar bandwidths tend
to smooth anisotropic patterns and affect partition boundaries, while global/homoscedastic
bandwidths are inappropriate when clusters (or modes) at different scales need to be
identified.
We present a mean shift methodology which is anisotropic and locally adaptive. It is able
to leverage guided agglomeration for unsupervised bandwidth selection (Figure 2.1). This
results in robust mode detection, with increased partition saliency. Also as a consequence, a
low valued parameter set performs nicely over a wider range of data instances (Section 2.2.1).
We also present a useful result in [32] - a convergence proof when full bandwidths vary
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Figure 2.1: Exemplar result with comparisons : Indicative, illustrative result of our
approach, AAAMS (a), is shown along with conventional Mean Shift results (b), at compa-
rable clustering levels. As is indicated by the plots and segment images, AAAMS effectively
adapts to local scale and preserves anisotropic details, affecting more salient partitions.
(a) 3D Clustering result (23 clusters) over image data (left, L*a*b* space) by the proposed
approach. 1-sigma final trajectory bandwidths have been overlaid over the converged
modes. The segment image is shown on right.
(b) Comparitive results with standard MS (left) and variable-bandwidth isotropic MS ([28],
right), at similar clustering levels, 25 & 27 respectively, are shown. Final mode locations
have been indicated over the cluster plots. MS with correctly chosen bandwidth detected
more coherent modes than [28], but looses partition saliency (bushes, water, sky in back-
ground). [28] better adapts to scales but oversegments at places, and smooths over others
(face). Both smoothed over details, failed to detect some modes at lower scales (trouser
edges, maroon on shirt & shoes). In general, conventional MS had a typical tendency to
over-segment heavily or compromise partition boundaries.
between Mean Shift iterations, as is the case here.
Clusters arise on the fly in the proposed approach, as a consequence of agglomeration of
extant clusters. Local bandwidths (Sections 2.1 and 2.2) which evolve anisotropically every
iteration, are associated with each cluster; by design, all members of a cluster converge to
the same local mode. By evolving as function of a cluster’s aggregated trajectory points, these
bandwidths are able to adapt to the underlying mode structure (shape, scale, orientation) -
and in turn, guide future cluster trajectory and agglomeration. We refer to our approach as
online because it’s an on the fly unsupervised procedure; with simple bookkeeping doing
away with re-calculations.
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2.1 Motivation and Background
We utilize the exposition style of [33]. Let {xi}ni=1 ⊂ Rd, be a set of d-dimensional data points






K(‖x− xi‖Σi). Stationary points of the KDE can be estimated by evaluating the
density gradient and setting it to zero. This gives rise to the Mean-Shift fixed point iteration :


























K(t), t ≥ 0, is a d-variate kernel with compact support satisfying some regularity constraints,
mild in practice ([16, 33] for details). ‖x − xi‖Σi ≡ ((x − xi)TΣ
−1
i (x − xi))
1/2, is the
Mahanalobis metric. The point prior pi ≡ p(xi) is usually taken as 1/n. ci is a normalizing
constant depending only on the covariance matrix, Σi (kernel bandwidth), associated with
each data point. The bandwidth, Σi, is roughly an inverse measure of local curvature around
xi. It linearly captures the scale and correlations of the underlying data. τ indicates the
iteration count. In practice, since K(t) is taken with truncated support, the summations are
only over n′ neighbors of xτ , with n′  n. The vector m(xτ ) = f(xτ )− xτ , is referred to as
the Mean Shift. It’s a bandwidth scaled version of∇p(x), is free from a step size parameter, is
large in regions with low p(x) and small near the modes. Starting at a data point, xτ=0i ≡ xi,
the fixed point update is run multiple times till convergence. The resulting points, xτ≥1i is
referred to as the trajectory of xi, tracing a path to the local mode. The technique thus, is
able to locate modes and partition feature space, without a priori knowledge of partition
count or structure.
The above hinges on selecting reasonable bandwidth matrices Σi. Good bandwidths capture
the underlying local distribution effectively. In our approach, data points (pertaining to a
cluster) converging to a common local mode share a common bandwidth - one which reflects
this mode’s structure, and to an extent, its basin of attraction ([16]). We refer to it as the
local bandwidth ([31] utilizes local bandwidths in a related sense).
In online unsupervised usage, almost all Mean Shift variants for clustering, for example
[16, 26, 34, 35], work under the restrictive assumptions of homoscedasticity and isotrop-
icity (Σi = σ2I, standard fixed bandwidth Mean Shift). The scale parameter σ has to
be set carefully based on the dataset instance. [36] utilizes set covering based iterative
agglomeration for improved efficiency. Coverage is ensured through overlaps of small fixed
homoscedastic bandwidths. Some applications only assume isotropicity (Σi = σ2i I, adaptive
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/ variable-bandwidth Mean Shift). σi is estimated using a variation of the following two
heuristics ([27, 28]) - 1) kth nearest neighbor, xki , distance heuristic → σi ∝ ‖xi − xki ‖,
or 2) Abramson’s heuristic → σi ∝ σo(π(xi))−1/2, where π(x) is the pilot density estimate
obtained by first running mean shift with analysis bandwidth, σo. They have found more
use in smoothing type applications as reported in [37, 38]. Variants have also been used
in tracking scenarios, where the bandwidths are adapted in a task specific fashion (see [39,
40], for example). [41, 42] adapt isotropic bandwidths to object scales, to unimodally track,
search for them. The topological, blurring, evolving variants for clustering (like [35, 26, 34,
43, 44]) use isotropic bandwidths. They are primarily aimed at increased efficiency, with
results on par with standard mean shift. [45] presents improvements over the somewhat
related Mediod Shift. They propose usage of their algorithm as initialization for Mean Shift,
for increased efficiency.
In offline settings, [31] presents a supervised methodology. Training data is processed with
analysis bandwidths to select local bandwidths based on neighboring partition stability. The
estimated bandwidths are then used to partition similarly distributed test image data. Only
recently were automatic full bandwidth selectors for density gradient estimation proposed
in [30, 29], for offline settings. These focus on obtaining good data density gradients (as
opposed to clustering) and optimize based on the mean square integrated error (MISE). A
single global bandwidth is estimated for the given data, and as the authors themselves note,
the involved computations are not straighforward.
A very useful variant is Joint Domain Mean Shift, [16], which is used to create partitions
jointly respecting the dataset’s multiple feature domains which are mutually independent;
For example, 〈color, space〉 in color based segmentation & smoothing, and 〈color, flow〉 in
motion segmentation. When x = [xrT xsT ] with (xr ⊥xs) |x, and utilizing two separate kernels,
Kr, Ks, we’ll have p(x)=
∑n
i=1 p(xi)p(x








































. Typically, but not necessarily, xs may lie on a spatial manifold - imposing
structure to data which is utilized. Instances in literature use fixed global scale parameters σr
and σs, which have the aforementioned limitations. As noted in [25] on color segmentation,
σr and σs need to be selected carefully. Good choices are not always possible, with segments
being too coarse or too fine at times (Figs. 2.4). Reference [46] utlizes an anisotropic
Σsi for visual data segmentations. Every data point’s associated bandwidth, Σi, is modulated
multiple times in each iteration, until convergence is achieved. Modulation heuristics have
been provided, to be deployed as per task. The spatial bandwidth Σsi is parameterized as
function of eigenvectors of neighborhood data covariance. Σri is taken to be an isotropic
scalar dependent on Σsi .
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with xi ∈ Rd
Returns : 〈U∗, C∗, {µu}u∈U∗ , {Σ∗u}u∈U∗〉
## ConvergenceCriteria → ‖mu‖ ≤ δ
Uo = {1, . . . n} ; Cu = {xu} , xou = xu, Σu = σ2baseId, ∀u ∈ U0
τ = 0 ; λ = 5 ; δ = Convergence epsilon
mu = Large ∈ Rd, Tu = φ , ∀u ∈ U0
While ∃u ∈ Uτs.t. ‖mu‖ > δ







ESS(g) ≥ λ, ∀g ∈ G
otherwise
mu = u
τ+1 − uτ ; Tu = Tu ∪ uτ+1
GetNex(u
τ+1)
ForEach y ∈ Nex(uτ+1) or till Cu 6= ∅
If Π(y) = u or CΠ(y) = φ Then Continue
If




τ=1 − y, u,Π(y)
〉
Then Continue
If ρu > ρΠ(y)
Then
Cu = Cu ∪ CΠ(y) ; CΠ(y) = ∅
Tu = Tu ∪ TΠ(y) ; TΠ(y) = ∅
Else
CΠ(y) = Cu ∪ CΠ(y) ; Cu = ∅
TΠ(y) = Tu ∪ TΠ(y) ; Tu = ∅
EndForEach
If Cu = φ Then Continue
Σu =





if ‖mu‖ ≤ δ
EndForEach
Uτ+1 = {u | u ∈ Uτ , Cu 6= ∅}
τ = τ + 1
EndWhile
U∗ = Uτ ; C∗ = Cu , ∀u ∈ Uτ ; Σ∗u = Σu , ∀u ∈ Uτ
EndFunction
For feature spaces that can be decomposed into independent subspaces, the above can be extended to mul-
tiple domains. The update equations would then utlize multiple kernels. Basically, for each domain, a 〈σbase, ε〉 pair
needs to be set.
For example, for joint domain Mean Shift (Section 2.1), we’ll have 〈σrbase, εr〉 & 〈σsbase, εs〉 for the two do-
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J(‖uτ,r − xir‖Σru , ‖u
τ,s − xis‖Σsu )xi
)
; likewise for others.
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2.2 Methodology
A data point, xi, is alternatively represented as xi,u - the first index value being its unique
identifier as before and the second index indicating its current, exclusive membership to
a cluster, u ∈ {1, . . . n} (the second index is left out when the membership is apparent or
inconsequential). A cluster u’s constituent data points is denoted by the set , Cu = {xi,u |
∃ i ∈ {1, . . . n}}. By algorithm design, clusters are merged only when they are tending
towards the same mode - thus all member points of a cluster, u, will eventually converge
to a common local mode, say µu. They hence, are also taken to share a common local
bandwidth, Σu. This bandwidth develops every iteration when the cluster u’s trajectory
points set, Tu , gets additional elements. The set of clusters surviving at iteration, τ , would
be U τ = {u | Cu 6= ∅}. |U τ | would indicate its cardinality. At beginning, at τ = 0, each point
trivially forms a separate cluster → U0 = {1, . . . n} , Cu = {xi=u,u}, ∀u ∈ U0. Given the
initialization, each extant cluster u ∈ U τ will always contain the initial point, xu,u - which
we refer to as its principle member.
At any iteration τ , for each extant cluster u, mean shift updates happen for only the principle
member, xu,u; with the first iteration running over trivial clusters. The resulting trajectory
is specified as xτ≥1u,u or simply u
τ . A cluster’s trajectory might end when it gets merged or
converged. In general, each data point, xi, started out as a trivial cluster, and had or still
has a trajectory - it’s trajectory set being {xτ=1:endi }. ′end′ being the iteration at which the
trajectory ended; else the current iteration. Note that the data point xi itself is not included
in this set. For any surviving cluster u, then, the complete set of all agglomerated trajectory
points associated with it, would be Tu = {∪ {xτ=1:endi } | xi ∈ Cu} - basically a union of all
the members’ trajectory sets. uτ is indicative of the cluster u’s location. At convergence,
uτ would be the location of a local mode. u’s members would then be comprising of data
points pertaining to that mode and its basin (Figure 2.1a). The data density in the immediate
vicinity of uτ ’s current position is indicated as ρ(uτ ), or simply, ρu. We use operator Π
to retrieve the cluster identifier of an arbitrary data point; so Π(xi,u) = u. The n′ data
points in uτ ’s neighborhood are denoted as Nex(uτ ), and the clusters containing them as
G = {∪Π(y) | y ∈ Nex(uτ )}.1
The methodology for anisotropic, agglomerative, adaptive Mean Shift (AAAMS) is presented
as a pseudo code in Algorithm-AAAMS. At every iteration, the following steps are run for
each surviving cluster that has not converged
1) Mean shift update is computed and the cluster’s location is updated. No merges happen before the
1Since a cluster corresponds one-to-one with its principle member, principle member’s trajectory is at times
referred to as cluster trajectory. Similarly, convergence of trajectory is referred to as cluster converging. τ , apart
from indicating iteration, also differentiates between a trajectory point and a data point. The cluster trajectory,
uτ ≡ xτ≥1u,u , is the trajectory of data point xu,u . The cluster u’s current location refers to current position of the
principle member, indicated by uτ .
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first update.
2) Nearest neighbors about the current location are ascertained - they are utilized for cluster merges,
and for the mean shift update in subsequent iteration.
3) When merge criteria are met, either some clusters (owners of the neighborhood points which lie
within epsilon) get merged into this cluster, or this cluster gets merged into one of them.
4) If the incumbent cluster survived after the merge, its bandwidth is updated.
5) Optionally, if the cluster has converged, its location could be perturbed a bit. It is, then, not taken
out of consideration in subsequent iteration.
2.2.1 Update Equations
Taking pi = 1/n and limiting summations to the neighboring points, Nex(uτ ), the fixed
point iteration, Equations 2.1a and 2.1b, over a cluster u (rather xu,u) can be reformu-
lated/reorganized as a local bandwidth based decomposition :



























Equation 2.2b would be exactly the same as Equation 2.1b at τ = 0, when all points
form trivial clusters. When local homoscedasticity in neighborhood of uτ is assumed with
the cluster’s own bandwidth Σu taken as bandwidth estimate for neighborhood Nex(uτ ),









If global homoscedasticity and isotropicity is assumed, Equation 2.2b takes the form of
2Equation 2.3 gets us a particularly insightful interpretation. Note that ‖uτ − xi‖Σucould be thought of
as a partial likelihood measure of the data point xi belonging to the cluster u. Consider the conditional






(‖uτ−xi‖Σu ) , with the summation in denominator normalizing the




So the updated cluster trajectory uτ+1 is just the neighborhood data expectation, conditioned only under the
cluster’s own distribution. In effect, this serves to guide/update a cluster’s trajectory based only on the properties
(bandwidth) it has itself ascertained (till τ).
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Each trivial cluster utilizes fixed base bandwidth to begin with, employing Equation 2.4 for
mean shift updates. Benign clusters form and start moving up on some modes. As soon as a
cluster accumulates enough trajectory points for full bandwidth estimates (Sec.2.2.2) to be
significant (u has moved up to denser regions by then), it switches to anisotropic updates,
given by Eqs. 2.3 & 2.2b. A reasonable test of significance for Σu estimates, is to check if the










Tu indicates the mean of the trajectory set. The anisotropic update Equation 2.3 is used
when the cluster has an ESS(u) ≥ λ , and the more confident update Equation 2.2b is used,
when ESS(g) ≥ λ, ∀g ∈ G - when all the neighboring clusters too have confident enough
bandwidth estimates 3. As a binomial rule of thumb ([47]), λ = 5 is chosen as the minimum
ESS, which is analogous to choosing 5 as the minimum individual expected cell counts in a
χ2 test of independence.
So starting with the initial base scalar, σbase, the bandwidth matrices evolve by themselves.
The nice part is that just a low base value suffices for reasonably dense data, with the
bandwidths scaling data driven thereon and adapting to the local structure’s scale, shape
and orientation. σbase thus becomes indicative of the minimum desired detail in the data
space. This is opposed to traditional Mean Shift - where the bandwidth scalar is indicative of
the scale at which the data space has to be partitioned.
2.2.2 Bandwidth Estimation
Bandwidth estimates based on a cluster’s member data point locations are not reliable
([31] notes this too). A subset of point locations in isolation cannot be considered as
representative of underlying distribution. The underlying local distribution is actually a
localized subset of the joint non-parametric density represented by the entire dataset - it has
significant contributions from neighboring structures as well. The local structure could also
be asymmetric and/or without tail(s). A solution lies in considering points which arise from
3We note empirically for dense data, as in images, a simple cluster size sufficiency check works well. For joint
domains, a cluster could switch to anisotropic updates when it has atleast max (dim(xr), dim(xs))2 members.
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Figure 2.2: Control with parameter variation : For joint domain AAAMS over images, we






〉. Post processing was disabled, except for enforcing cluster contiguity. As




4, 9, .5, 16
〉 〈
9, 16, .75, 25
〉 〈
16, 25, 1, 36
〉 〈
25, 36, 2, 81
〉 〈
36, 49, 1.5, 64
〉 〈
49, 64, 1.5, 100
〉 〈
64, 81, 1, 121
〉
(a) Effects of varying the detail and vicinity parameters on a brush painting with smudged
colors.
(b) Parameter sensitivity plots. Each of 〈σrbase2, σsbase2, ε2r, ε2s〉 was varied while keeping others
constant. Their effects on number of clusters, their average size, and iterations for conver-
gence are plotted. Results were averaged over 33 images. As with conventional MS, color
domain parameters are understandably more sensitive. δ = .01 was used.
mean shift ascents over the mode the cluster is converging to - the cluster trajectory set, Tu.
We use the variance of Tu with respect to the underlying density as an estimate, Σu. As Tu











ρ(v) is the data density in the immediate vicinity of a point v ∈ Tu. This is evaluated
using σbase for consistency across clusters. ηu & Σu are then basically the expectation and
variance of the localized distribution. In practice, a small regularizer, ξ, has to be added
to the diagonals of Σu to prevent degenerate fitting in sparse regions, and for numerical
stability.While computing anisotropic updates, eigenvalue decomposition is employed and
any eigenvalues of Σu which fall below ξ , are clamped to it. Note that Σu always remains
positive definite. Also note that all summations are computed on the fly.
Equation 2.6 could also be thought of as density weighted trajectory set variance. As a cluster
approaches a mode, mean shift trajectory points get more concentrated and are weighted
more, leading to a conservative but more localized and robust estimate – more immune to
long tails. Figures 2.1 and 2.3 plot the bandwidths and modes at convergence, for color and
point data.
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(a) Simulated data in 2D and 3D (b) L ∗ a ∗ b∗ space clustering
Figure 2.3: Mode detection, clustering and final bandwidths : Examples over color
data (top row, 11 clusters) and simulated gaussian mixtures (second row) in 2D & 3D
respectively. 1 − sigma final trajectory-set bandwidths have been overlaid at converged
mode positions.
2.2.3 Cluster Merging
For any given data points, if their mean shift trajectories intersect, they will converge to a
common local mode. Thus in the vicinity of a data point’s trajectory (which is moving up
some mode) - any data points in sufficient proximity, having their shift vectors deemed to
be intersecting with this trajectory, could be clustered together. They will eventually end
up converging on the same local mode. So we basically consider the data points in the
vicinity of a cluster trajectory, uτ - with an epsilon ε, delineating the vicinity. If a data point,
y, in vicinity is ascertained (in MergeCheck) to be heading to the same mode as uτ , then by
transitivity - all the members of its parent cluster, Π(y), are heading to that mode too - the
clusters u and Π(y) , can then be merged. The cluster which is higher up the mode (higher
density) assimilates the other cluster into itself, thus accelerating convergence to the mode.
This also helps in avoiding spurious merges.
MergeCheck - This is intentionally specified as a generic function returning a true/false
value. It could be implemented to suit different feature spaces and clustering criteria. The
more holistic this check is, the larger the operating range of ε can be (assuming the distance
norm holds up), without impacting clustering stability. In our experiments, we used a very
lightweight generic implementation that worked well over considered data spaces - basically
verifying through inner product checks that 1) relative distance between uτ+1 and y is
decreasing and 2) Mean shift bearings 4 at uτ+1 and y are in the same direction. We note
though that divergence measures like Bhattacharya (Sec. 2.2.4), kernel induced feature
space metrics ([23]), information-theoretic ones like Renyi’s entropy ([19]) seem viable,
interesting possibilities for MergeCheck. We are yet to experiment with them.
2.2.4 Post Processing
Once data has been partitioned, a post processing step merges clusters with proximate modes,
and ensures a minimum cluster size (in conventional Mean Shift, clusters are delineated
4The bearing at uτ+1 is mu. The bearing at y, given by yτ=1 − y , is the mean shift vector resulting from the
first iteration over the trivial cluster containing y; it’s stored up for consequent use.
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only during the post process). Additionally for structured data, cluster contiguity could be
enforced. We use graph operations. For structured data as in images, adjacency connections
between clusters can be added naturally using a spatial grid structure. For unstructured
data, connections between a cluster and all clusters within a reasonably large distance
threshold (mode to mode distances) were added, to ensure a connected graph. Bhattacharya
divergence ([48], dB) was used as the merging criteria. It takes into account not just
the variance normalized mode proximity, but also the disparity in variances themselves
(Mahanalobis measure is its special case). 0 ≤ dB ≤ 4 was a good range, with dB = 1
(somewhat analogous to 1− sigma2 disparity) performing well generally 5. The steps are
shown below.
a) (For structured data only) For each cluster, use spatial adjacency to ascertain the disconnected
components (highest density/mode locations for these small disconnected point sets need to be
recomputed). Each disconnected component forms an additional separate cluster thereon.
b) Build the adjacency graph.
c) Merge all clusters which fall below minimum desired size, to the closest adjacent cluster until no
such remain.
d) For each remaining cluster, using its constituent points, compute the density weighted variances,
similar to Equation 2.6 - this is representative of the cluster’s stand-alone distribution and alleviates
tail influences.
e) For each pair of remaining clusters {a, b}, connected by an adjacency edge, evaluate dB . If it falls























The base scalar parameter σbase, in effect, regulates the minimum desired detail in the feature
space, the smoothing level. The vicinity parameter, ε, regulates cluster merge chances and
hence cluster sizes. For images, with AAAMS operating over joint domains of 〈color, space〉,
the detail and vicinity parameters would be 〈σrbase, σsbase〉 and 〈εr, εs〉 respectively (indicated in
Algorithm-AAAMS). Figure 2.2, shows quantitative and qualitative effects of their variation.
Although a good degree of control is possible to achieve a desired result, our experiments
showed that any low valued set gave nice results over a good range of images.
Due to agglomeration, the number of clusters decrease monotonically every iteration. Only
a fraction of clusters remain after the first couple of iterations; with the cluster count falling
rapidly in all early iterations. The scheme thus results in a drastic reduction in net mean
shift computes - as compared to the hitherto style of clustering only after convergence,
5For images, since color similarity alone is of consequence, dB was evaluated only over the L∗a∗b∗ space
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Image JMS AAAMS JMS Labels AAAMS
Labels
Lady JMS - 523 Labels, AAAMS - 490 Labels
Soldier JMS - 617 Labels, AAAMS - 601 Labels
Bench JMS - 180 Labels, AAAMS - 165 Labels
Mandrill JMS - 752 Labels, AAAMS - 721 Labels
Snowball JMS - 437 Labels, AAAMS - 427 Labels
Figure 2.4: Results and comparisons over image data : AAAMS preserves more details
and affects more perceptually salient segmentations than joint domain mean shift, at sim-
ilar clustering levels. We used a single parameter set, 〈σrbase2, σsbase2, ε2r, ε2s〉 = 〈15, 16, 1, 81〉 with
dB = 1, to show its adaptivity on varied images. JMS segments were kept around the same,
with eye on preserving detail; it still smooths over at places. Its parameter values varied
significantly from image to image - σr2 ∈ [49, 81] , σs2 ∈ [100, 289]. Minimum cluster size was 10.
where computations happen for every data point, in each iteration. (for dense image data,
typically less than 5% of the clusters remain by the 11th or 12th iteration). This serves to
offset the additional computational workload arising from the use of full bandwidth matrices.
Our straight up joint domain implementation was achieving similar timings on average
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Table 2.1: Quantitative results on BSD300 ([49]) dataset : We used a single parameter
set 〈20, 36, 1, 64〉 for AAAMS. For better results, dB was set from {.25, .5, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 2}. JMS∗ param-
eters were selected per image to maintain similar segmentation levels, with an eye on
preserving details, segment saliency. For perspective, we also reproduce results from [24]
of unsupervised image segmentation methods. [24] selects segment levels per image. Top
three values for each index are colored as rgb. AAAMS performs best overall - it’s clearly
ahead in PRI & GCE, and is a close second in BDE. Note that [24], which has the next best
values, operates over a priori Mean Shift segmentations.
Methods / Score PRI GCE VoI BDE
AAAMS .8230 .1589 2.1785 12.60
JMS∗ .7870 .1608 2.2484 13.34
Prior Art [24]
FullSpectralOverMS [24] 0.8146 0.1809 1.8545 12.21
JMS [50] 0.7958 0.1888 1.9725 14.41
NCut [24] - Ref. [27] 0.7330 0.2662 2.6137 17.19
MNCUT [24] - Ref. [6] 0.7632 0.2234 2.2789 13.17
GBIS [24] - Ref. [9] 0.7139 0.1746 3.3949 16.67
Saliency [24] - Ref. [8] 0.7758 0.1768 1.8165 16.24
JSEG [24] - Ref. [7] 0.7756 0.1989 2.3217 14.40
to standard Mean Shift, which uses scalar bandwidths. Improvements in efficency based
on fast nearest neighbor search such as exploiting grid structure of spatial domain, locally
sensitive hashing ([28]) are applicable in our methodology too. Using Gaussian kernels,
with a convergence delta, δ, set adequately to .01, merges would cease before 90th iteration,
with convergence around the 100th. When just pre-partitioning is the end objective, the
merging scheme thus allows us to fine tune stopping criteria. Along with the first iteration
shift vectors, globally normalized local density values at each data point were stored for
consequent use too. In each iteration, ρ(uτ ) was then approximated by the density value
at uτ ’s nearest data point. We found perturbations to be generally useful, lending to mode
detection robustness and more salient partitioning. A cluster at convergence can be perturbed
a fixed number of times consecutively, with progressively damped magnitudes. u then, would
not be brought out of contention in the next iteration - although the immediate trajectory
point resulting from the perturbation will not be included in Tu. The results presented in
this paper though, are with perturbations disabled.
For image data, comparisons (Figure 2.4, Table 2.1 6) are shown with joint domain Mean
6Probabilistic Rand Index (PRI), Variation of Information (VoI), Global Consistency Error (GCE), Boundary
Displacement Error (BDE). The first three are clustering purity measures. PRI is a measure of the fraction of pairs
of points whose labels are consistent with a given labeling. VoI and BDE are relative distance metrics between
two given segmentations, based on average conditional entropy and boundary pixel difference, respectively. GCE
measures the extent to which one labeling can be viewed as a refinement of the other. Higher is better for PRI
while lower is better for the other three. For BSD300, the values indicate how well a segmentation corresponds
to ones by human subjects. We noticed that coarser segmentatios tended to give better values. This, we suppose,
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Image JMS AAAMS JMS Labels AAAMS
Labels
Aeroplane JMS - 14 Labels, AAAMS - 11 Labels
ColorWheel JMS - 51 Labels, AAAMS - 48 Labels
Wasp JMS - 150 Labels, AAAMS - 111 Labels
Figure 2.5: Additional Comparisons : More parsimonious segmentations were quite often
not achievable with JMS - some varied examples are shown above (Images such as Lady
in Figure 2.4 are a typical case too). Both methods were configured for reduced label
usage. Minimum cluster size was 10. JMS, at its limit, is breaking boundaries and under
segmenting. AAAMS with lesser labels, does not break boundaries, still maintains segment
saliency.
Shift implementation (JMS) from EDISON ([50]), over Berkely Segmentation Dataset ([49],
BSD300). BSD300 is meant for supervised algorithms - we simply clubbed the training and
test images together. For sake of completeness, prior art on unsupervised image segmentation
is also shown in Table 2.1. All indicated parameter values for AAAMS and JMS are squared.
We did not search for the best performing parameter set for AAAMS, opting for a single low
valued set instead. AAAMS performed significantly better than JMS, with results superior to
other unsupervised image segmentation methods as well.
Our experiments indicated that low base bandwidths, 〈σrbase, σsbase〉, performed generally well
on a good range of images (Figure 2.4). This was due to the presented approach being locally
adaptive and anisotropic. At similar clustering levels, AAAMS preserved more details and
affected more salient segmentations.
Single kernel AAAMS was tested on images and 2D, 3D gaussian mixtures at varied scales.
Results in Figure 2.3 are with postprocessing disabled. As can be seen, reasonable local
was because humans tend to utilize much more comprehensive cues, and incorporate object or more holistic
level semantics in their segmentations. It was noticed that PRI corresponded better to low level segment saliency
than others.
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Table 2.2: Results on higher dimension data : We show results on real world datasets
from [51], with a single kernel. Indicated values are in order of AAAMS / MS / VariableMS
([28]) respectively, with best values in red.
Data 〈#Dims,#Classes〉 PRI GCE VoI
Seeds 〈7D, 3〉 .89 / .86 / .87 .17 / .20 / .19 0.85 / 0.98 / 0.93
Y east 〈8D, 10〉 .69 / .61 / .67 .44 / .39 / .47 3.03 / 3.10 / 3.22
Letters 〈16D, 26〉 .87 / .86 / .83 .67 / .70 / .62 4.96 / 5.16 / 4.72
bandwidths arise, robustly identifying modes and salient clusters, by adapting according to
local structure.
Experiments were conducted with some higher dimension datasets from [51] as well. Ta-
ble 2.2 shows initial results, along with comparisons with single domain standard Mean Shift
(MS), and [28]’s isotropic variable bandwidth implementation. Cluster count was kept the
same as class count. AAAMS post-processing was disabled. [28] first determines isotropic
point bandwidths using the kth nearest neighbor distance heuristic, and subsequently utlizes
them in single kernel mean shift iterations. Our experiments with it indicated a lack of clus-
tering control. The datasets were meant for supervised classification, with attributes/feature
components at different scales, and having uncorrelated and/or uninformative dimensions.
Without any pre-processing (normalizations, component analysis) decent results were at-
tained with a single kernel AAAMS. Note that [28] internally normalizes the data, while
AAAMS & MS results are without any normalizations.
Promising results, both qualitative and quantitative, are indicative of the efficacy of the
presented approach. We intend to experiment further, especially with different merging
schemes and on varied data spaces.
2.4 Conclusion
A generalized methodology for feature space partitioning and mode seeking was presented -
leveraging synergism of adaptive, anisotropic Mean Shift and guided agglomeration. Unsu-
pervised adaptation of full anisotropic bandwidths is useful and further enables Mean Shift
clustering. We are excited about its prospects on point-normal clouds and video streams.
Our experiments did indicate sparse data to be an issue. This is understandable, as it encum-
bers cluster growth and bandwidth development, with AAAMS behaving like conventional
Mean Shift then. Future work would also focus on alleviating this issue.
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CHAPTER 3
GEOMETRIC ASSOCIATION WITH SURFACE PATCHES
A fundamental challenge to sensory processing tasks in perception and robotics is the
problem of establishing data associations across viewpoints (as in [52, 53]). It is intrinsic to
applications such as motion estimation, SLAM, SfM, localization, loop closure, and several
other multi-view tasks pertaining to detection, tracking and segmentation ([54, 52, 55, 56,
57, 58, 59, 60] to refer just a few).
We present a robust, generally applicable solution for data association over 3D point sets.
The approach is able to ascertain localized, potentially dense, surface patch associations.
This is made possible by leveraging macro scale 3D geometry which, as we show, is highly
discriminative.
The popularity of laser scanners, depth and RGB-D sensors has led to widespread use of
3D modality in robotics and perception. Current methodologies for 3D data association
though, have significant limitations. They either generate sparse correspondences on feature
points, assuming a locally discriminative environment 1; or use complete point clouds
to associate based on some form of nearest neighbors, assuming limited sensor motion
(restricted viewpoint changes) or availability of priors.
We present a minimally restrictive scheme — it neither requires a locally discriminative
environment, nor assumes restrictions on viewpoint changes or availability of priors. It
operates by ascertaining standalone surface patch correspondences between the views (of
a scene). Motivated by recent trends in scene understanding literature of utilizing image
superpixels due to representational compactness and robustness to noise, we propose an
analogous model for surface patches. A purely geometric approach is employed — one which
works well over real world depth images or point cloud data acquired from range sensors
and 3D scanners.
Ascertaining surface patch (alternatively, 3D superpixel) associations without making as-
sumptions on sensor motion, scene geometry and structure, is indeed difficult (and to
our knowledge, unsolved). Superpixel decompositions vary in each view, rendering the
correspondence inexact. Besides, superpixels are defined through (and for) homogeneity –
they are not uniquely discriminable by design. The problem gets complicated further, when
1 Real world 3D data has rather high local ambiguity. The problem is significantly aggravated in structural
and indoor type settings which tends to be locally smooth and isomorphic. And when data is acquired from
commodity sensors, as it is usually high in noise and imperfections.
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Figure 3.1: Exemplar patch association result : Point clouds from two views of a
workspace scene are shown on left. The second view was captured with the sensor com-
pletely inverted (180◦ roll), and from a wide baseline. The two views also have significant
changes in surface resolution scales, self-occlusions, and changes in yaw & pitch. The image
in centre shows a few random samples of surface patch (depth superpixel) associations be-
tween the two views, computed using our algorithm. Associated patches are connected by
a line and have the same color overlay. The associations were not filtered or post-processed.
The centre-right image shows the superpixel decomposition of the second view. The grey
overlay over some superpixels indicates the superpixels that are not associated - these in-
clude regions which were occluded or absent in the first view. The right-most image shows
the unrefined reconstruction obtained directly from the dense superpixel associations. The
relative motion/transform was computed simply through corresponding 3D means of the
associated superpixels.
appearance information is unavailable altogether.
Nevertheless such associations are very useful - because correspondent superpixels roughly
represent the same physical 3D surface patch. As we will show, relative scene geometry over
sufficiently large neighborhoods contains adequate discriminative information to achieve
potentially dense associations. By regularizing superpixel traits such as surface area and
smoothness – the associations can be made to have near co-incident 3D (centroid) local-
izations as well – affording nice sensor motion estimates even under significant change
in perspectives and scant data acquisition (Figure 3.1, Table 3.2). Importantly, such an
approach performs equally well in locally ambiguous (such as isomorphic or textureless) or
featureless environments. Furthermore, it can preserve localized semantics (encoded by the
superpixel labels) across views. Although not within this article’s scope, this enables more
straightforward primitive level associations and semantic transfer.
Our methodology is based on invariantly representing a surface patch through a set of relative
geometrical properties/features extracted with respect to superpixels in its neighborhood.
A uniquely consistent ordering is utilized to sequence this set. Such a representation is
invariant to sensor’s motion, and is made robust to its noise. Our matching scheme leverages
a sequence comparison metric, Restricted Damerau Levenshtein, [61] – this pertains to family
of sequence alignment algorithms, [62], that have polynomial complexity, are provably
optimal, and have been in popular use for large scale sequence matching, especially in
bio-informatics community.
As we will show, such a scheme is physically intuitive and is naturally applicable to a
geometry matching context. The approach is robust to heavy sensor motion, significant
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viewpoint differences, occlusions, partial overlaps and high data noise. It is tolerant of
match discrepancies between superpixels, which arise due to varying decomposition across
views. The technique also does not require any priors – motion or otherwise, and does
not make restrictive assumptions on scene structure and sensor movement. It does not
require appearance – is hence more widely applicable than appearance reliant methods,
and invulnerable to related ambiguities such as textureless or aliased content. We present
promising qualitative and quantitative results under diverse settings, along with comparatives
with popular approaches based on range as well as RGB-D data.
We evaluate our approach on ground truth datasets from [63], datasets from [56], and
others collected in challenging, yet everyday settings. The experiments are indicative of the
efficacy of the proposed approach in computing localized, dense associations. They also
indicate more robust performance than popularly used association approaches, based on
geometrical and appearance features.
3.1 Related Work
As we are unaware of literature directly addressing our problem setting, we survey some
of the relevant work in the broader scope of feature representation and data association /
matching, operating over range and RGB-D data. We also refer to some pertinent literature
in appearance only settings.
Point cloud association approaches based on local 3D descriptors, like ones used in [64,
65], although useful, can be potentially non-robust. They are hindered in settings which
are either locally homogenous or isomorphic, which is not uncommon in everyday scenes
and structures. More holistic representations have been used for association - for example,
[66] accounts for partial observability of landmarks. Plane representations have been
used in dominantly polygonal environments. [67, 68] tentatively associate planes between
consecutive frames based on nearest neighbor descriptor matching and relative plane angles
respectively, before pruning them through specialized RANSAC schemes. [69, 4] associate
by assuming a physical frame to frame overlap between corresponding planes. Registration
approaches such as [54, 70] require good initialization / restricted motion. [71, 72, 73]
present branch and bound schemes for registration, either assuming pure rotations or known
correspondences. [74, 75] present globally optimal schemes for aligning object models,
utilizing local descriptors and interleaved ICP respectively.
RGB-D based dense approaches like [76, 77, 78] (and [79] which only uses depth) associate
based on flow, image warping utilizing photometric errors or ICP alignment, to estimate
motion. They afford sensor rotations, but operate under short baseline and under the
hypothesis that associations always lie within a neighborhood epsilon. Typically, occlusions
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are not handled and temporal consistency is leveraged. Such methods are suitable for
settings with constrained motion. [80] utilizes a patch based scheme to track deformable
meshes.
RGB-D feature based approaches for more generic SLAM, SfM and motion estimation ap-
plications (as in [55, 56, 81, 82]) employ sparse image features (generally SIFT, [83])
back-projected in 3D, to ascertain frame-wise 3D correspondences. [58] augments the geo-
metrical descriptor SHOT, [64], with texture, for improved localization and object detection.
There are higher level approaches, which associate by leveraging application specific con-
straints. [84] utilizes aggregation of densely sampled point features at superpixel levels for
RGB-D object detection and recognition. [85] utilizes (color only) superpixel associations
to reconstruct piecewise planar scenes under known extrinsics. It assumes similar sensor
orientations and imposes restrictions on possible plane orientations. Stereo literature like
[86, 87] ascertain disparity maps by associating surfaces / planes relying on short baselines,
similar sensor orientations, and discriminative appearance or local features. [59] utilizes
planar stereo reconstructs to segment fully observable foreground from multiple views.
[88, 89] operate upon SfM point clouds (reconstructed a priori) to reason about visibility
and association of planar primitives from multiple views. [90, 91, 92] utilize appearance
similarity at patch levels to build a dictionary and associate in the nearest neighbor sense.
They find use in image enhancement, and matching scenes with similar appearance.
Matching methodologies, apart from typically assuming availability of discriminative local
features, quite often also rely on motion and/or visibility priors - [52] for example, per-
forms exhaustive search over all possible permutations of joint associations (exponential
complexity), and attains tractability through priors. Similarly, intractable joint probabilistic
formulations used in [93, 53], attain feasibility through priors. Graph techniques have
been used to ascertain jointly consistent feature matches. [94] presents a good overview
– The approach is to represent features as nodes, with the relative constraints between
them as graph edges. An edge preserving mapping between nodes of such graphs is then
computed, as either a subgraph isomorphism, or relaxed to inexact graph homomorphism,
or as bipartite graph matching problem with non-linear constraints (say, when edges are
distances). All of the above formulations are NP-complete and become quickly intractable,
especially in absence of priors. Exact matching formulations have been mostly limited to
sparse 2D scenarios, as in [95, 96, 97], involving a rather limited number of nodes. [96]
utilizes maximum common subgraph formulation to associate sparse 2D laser scans. [5]
approximates a dominant solution through eigenanalysis of the graph adjacency matrix. [98,
99] present recent approximate graph based solutions for ascertaining image feature matches




We start with a regularized patch segmentation (Section 3.3). Each superpixel (or the ones of
interest) is then expressed through a set of geometric features/relationships arising from all
the superpixels in its neighborhood. Each feature in the set corresponds to a superpixel in the
considered neighborhood, and is defined through patch level relative geometrical properties
expressed invariantly (Section 3.2.1). The ascertained feature set, thus, jointly represents
all geometrical features of interest in the neighborhood. Finer or coarser geometrical detail
can be captured by adjusting the granularity of the superpixel decomposition. Similarly,
more global (or local) geometry can be represented by considering larger (or smaller)
neighborhoods.
Such a representation captures invariant 3D geometry effectively. It does not require
assumptions of the scene structure, such as piecewise or dominant planarity. It is also
discriminative enough to disambiguate in difficult settings such as ones with duplicate or
locally isomorphic content (Figure 3.8).
The feature set of a superpixel is then arranged as a sequence by enforcing an ordering
over them (Section 3.2.2). The motivation for sequencing is to induce a partial order which
remains invariant across views. This is required so that feature sets from different views can
be correctly matched.
Our matching scheme (Section 3.2.3) utilizes edit distance based sequence comparisons
([62]), specifically the Restricted Damerau Levenshtein distance metric ([61]). The edit
distance between two sequences of arbitrary length can be optimally evaluated in quadratic
time, and is directly indicative of their dissimilarity. In our context, a feature sequence
expresses neighborhood geometry about a given superpixel - with each of its features
exclusively capturing geometric information corresponding to a neighboring surface patch.
Comparisons between two such sequences, thus, gives us powerful means to ascertain
the amount of geometrical mismatch between the two considered neighborhoods2. The
approach is also inherently robust - as scenarios with partial view overlaps, occlusions and
self-occlusions are naturally afforded through the edit operations, and sensor noises can
be intuitively accounted for while matching individual features in the sequences (Table 3.2
quantifies GASP’s performance with increasing baselines, perspective changes and non-
overlapping content).
We specify the superpixel decomposition of given a given view of a scene as S = {si}Ni=1.
We denote µ (∈ S) as the superpixel currently under consideration. Similarly, another view
2By tractable comparisons, we can now essentially match geometry between 3D neighborhoods in as globalized
(or localized) manner, as desired. This is especially useful for cases where geometry about localized/small
neighborhoods is not discriminative enough for making associations; large/global neighborhoods need to be
considered to disambiguate then.
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Figure 3.2: Invariant 3D geometric property extraction : For a given patch µ, relative
and invariant 3D geometric properties are extracted with respect to other patches in a
non-local neighborhood. To facilitate that, an orthonormal frame agnostic to the sensing
viewpoint is derived using the Gram-Schmidt process.
of the scene will have a decomposition S′ = {s′j}N
′
j=1. µ
′ would denote a superpixel from
S′ currently being considered for possible correspondence with µ. ℵµ indicates the set of
nearest superpixels in µ’s 3D neighborhood, with |ℵµ| indicating the cardinality of the set. α
refers to an arbitrary superpixel in µ’s neighborhood (α ∈ ℵµ).
3.2.1 Capturing 3D Geometry
We utilize ℵµ, to express µ through a set of transformation invariant geometrical features,
Qµ = {qαµ}∀α∈ℵµ . Each superpixel, α, in the neighborhood, ℵµ, contributes geometric
information, qαµ , and helps capture the geometry in µ’s 3D neighborhood. Let n̂µ indicate µ’s
surface normal, and lµ indicate its 3D location. −→r αµ = lα − lµ , would indicate the relative
displacement of the superpixel; r̂αµ and ||−→r αµ|| would indicate its direction and magnitude
respectively. Evidently, the quantities n̂µ, n̂α, −→r αµ depend on the reference frame. In order to
make them invariant to the sensor pose, we express them in a coordinate frame derived from
superpixels µ and α themselves. Figure 3.2 illustrates this. It also shows how an orthonormal





µ form the orthonormal basis. This basis is almost never degenerate, as n̂µ and
−→r αµ
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are rarely co-linear. n̂α can now be expressed in this local frame through the projection
components [n̂α · ûαµ, n̂α · v̂αµ , n̂α ·ŵαµ ]T . For two given superpixels, µ and α, these components
would remain independent of the sensor viewing frame. Additional pieces of relative,
invariant information can be extracted through n̂µ, n̂α and −→r αµ as follows
θα,µ = cos
−1 (n̂µ · n̂α) (3.1a)
θr,µ = cos
−1 (r̂αµ · n̂µ) (3.1b)
θr,α = cos
−1 (r̂αµ · n̂α) (3.1c)
qαµ can now be expressed as a feature vector constituting of seven relative, invariant elements.
We have then
qαµ = [ ||−→r αµ|| · sgn(n̂α · ûαµ), ||−→r αµ|| · sgn(n̂α · v̂αµ), . . .
. . .||−→r αµ|| · sgn(n̂α · ŵαµ), ||−→r αµ||, θα,µ, θr,µ, θr,α ]
T
(3.2)
where ||−→r αµ|| is included for additional redundancy. We utilize the signs of n̂α’s projection
components (with sgn(.) ∈ {−1, 0, 1}), as their actual values tend to be noisy. A proper
approach is to utilize an epsilon-insensitive signum function, for example sgne(.) rather
than sgn(.) - it is defined as zero either when 1) the angle between n̂α and the respective
basis vector 6∈ [eθ, P I − eθ]; or in the uncommon case of degenerate basis when 2) n̂µ is
co-linear with −→r αµ (that is, when θr,µ 6∈ [eθ, P I − eθ]). eθ is the allowable angular noise
tolerance. The component signs are then scaled by ||−→r αµ|| in order to incorporate signed
distance information between µ and α. The feature, qαµ , is thus expressed stably in presence
of noises. It captures relative information between µ and the neighborhood superpixel α –
the relative pose, distance, orientation and bearings. Understandably, the elements of qαµ
would be affected by noise. However, our matching methodology is robust to it, explicitly
accounts for it (Section 3.2.3, deviation thresholds). The joint feature set Qµ = {qαµ}∀α∈ℵµ ,
constituting of relative feature vectors from all superpixels in ℵµ, thus, essentially expresses
the geometry in µ’s neighborhood invariantly.
3.2.2 Uniquely Consistent Partial Ordering
Once the geometric feature set has been determined, a partial ordering needs to be im-
posed on its elements to obtain a feature sequence - as our matching scheme leverages a
distance metric based on sequence aligning comparisons. An ordering over µ’s neighbor-
hood ℵµ, can be denoted as
↼
Oµ = 〈a, b, c . . . α . . . 〉 , ∀α ∈ ℵµ – where 〈a, b, c . . . 〉 indicates
the ordered sequence of superpixels. This is used to order the joint feature set Qµ as
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Figure 3.3: Mutually consistent orderings : Illustrative consistent orderings of immediate
neighborhoods of associating superpixels, µ and µ′ are shown. The orderings are indicated
by alphabetical progression of the marked neighboring superpixels. The matching pairs of
superpixels are shown on the table, and share a common color. The orderings are consistent
as the sets of corresponding neighborhood superpixels {b, c, d, f} and {a’, b’, c’, e’}, as








µ . . . q
α
µ . . .
〉
. These ordered sequences are subsequently utilized to ascertain
a potential association between two given superpixels, µ&µ′ from different views. The





ℵµ &ℵµ′) are both partially ordered by (with respect to) their matching subsequences - these
subsequences would be the identically ordered (sub-)sets of corresponding superpixels in
neighborhoods of µ and µ
′
respectively. To put it simply, the order of the correctly correspond-









Oµ′ should be consistent). Figure 3.3 illustrates
consistent orderings,
↼
Oµ =< a, b, c, d, e, f, g > and
↼
Oµ′ =< a
′, b′, c′, d′, e′ >, over immediate
neighborhoods of two correctly associating superpixels µ and µ′. These orderings are mutu-
ally consistent as the correct correspondences in the neighborhoods form subsequences –





To achieve ordering consistency, we utilize Qµ itself which already constitutes of a superpixel-
wise set of invariant geometric features relative to µ. In effect,
↼
Qµ is simply ascertained
through a robust sorting operation over Qµ’s elements ({qαµ}, which are invariant). Note that
since this ordering is derived from geometry with respect to µ (Figure 3.2, Equation 3.1), it
will not, in general, be consistent with an ordering over an arbitrary superpixel from S′. It will
only be consistent with an ordering, say
↼
Oµ′ , defined about some superpixel µ′ in S′, which
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has similar relative geometry in its neighborhood as µ – which is precisely the objective3.
Thus
↼
Qµ = Sort(Qµ, er, eθ); with the sorter conducting pairwise comparisons between Qµ’s
constitutent features. The second dimension (of the two features being compared) is only
used if the first dimension is equivalent, the third dimension is only used if the first two are
equivalent, and so forth. Equivalence is defined as the values being within epsilon tolerances
of each other, to affect resolution, and account for noise and finite precision numerical errors.
A distance tolerance, er is used, along with the afore-utlilized angular tolerance, eθ. In our
experiments over noisy Kinect data, er = .02 metres and eθ = 5π/180 radians, worked well.
3.2.3 Matching Patches
A pair of superpixels, µ and µ′, can now be compared for geometric correspondence using




Qµ′ . We utilize a sequence matching
scheme based on [61], to ascertain/quantify the dissimilarity between the sequences in
the form of edit distances. Edit distance based algorithms, [62], operate by editing one
sequence into another. By utilizing efficient dynamic programming, they progressively
compare two elements at a time, one from each sequence. If the elements match up, the
next pair of elements is considered – else element in one of the sequences is edited first at
a cost (typically by inserting, deleting or replacing it), before resuming the comparisons.
Sequences which have matching elements will result in lower edit distances than ones which
do not. Additionally, sequences which have matching elements in the same order will result
in lower edit distances than ones which do not. The computed distances for algorithms such
as [61] are optimal with respect to the specified editing costs.
Two features, qαµ and q
α′




Qµ′ , will match up when
relative geometry of patch α with respect to µ , is the same as the relative geometry of α′
with respect to µ′ (qαµ and q
α′
µ′ would then hold approximately same values). If µ and µ
′
have the same relative geometry in their neighborhoods, the sequences on the whole will
naturally match, and will not require many edit operations – resulting in low edit distances;
else the distances will be high. Additionally, by devising an ordering utilizing the unique
relative features themselves, two sequences which do not capture similar geometry will
match up badly, because their ordering will differ significantly. We utilize the Restricted Dam-
erau–Levenshtein (RDL, [61]) algorithm for ascertaining sequence disparity. In contrast to
the popular Levenshtein algorithm ([62]), which allows insert, delete and replace operations
over sequence elements, RDL allows the additional operation of transposition of adjacent
elements4 , and has the additional constraint that each subsequence can be edited only once.
3
↼
Oµ will, in fact, be quite inconsistent with an ordering about a non-corresponding superpixel in S′ and
hence, as a consequence of mutually inconsistent orderings, will result in rather poor match distance.
4Assuming all edit weights to be unity, the Levenshtein distance between string sequences, ABCD & BAC,
is 3, while the Restricted Damerau-Levenshtein distance is 2 – due to an aligning transposition.
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Qµ′ | , < Input− Parameters >
Output : tab[Lµ, L′µ]







tab [1, 1]← 0
foreach i ∈ [2, Lµ]
tab[i, 1]← tab[i− 1, 1] + insert
foreach j ∈ [2, L′µ]
tab[1, j]← tab[1, j − 1] + delete
foreach j ∈ [2, L′µ]










{ tab[i− 1, j] + insert,
tab[i, j − 1] + delete,
tab[i, j − 1] + substitute
}




Q′µ (j − 1))
tab[i, j]← min(tab[i, j], tab[i− 2, j − 2] + switch)
End
Function Match
Input : qβ , qγ , < Input− Parameters >
Output : {True or False}
Input-Parameters : rdev ← UserDefined , θdev ← UserDefined; , replace←∞ , switch← 0
qnoise ← [θdev, θdev, θdev, rdev, rdev, rdev, rdev]
∆q ← abs(qβ − qγ)
foreach t ∈ [1, 7]





Figure 3.4: Match threshold sensitivity : Impact of varying match thresholds rdev & θdev
on averaged DµRDL is shown. Default rdev, θdev were 5 cm and 10
◦. Mean and Median edit
distances, over all associations, and over top 15% are shown.
The edit operations’ costs can be set arbitrarily to suit a use case, and to achieve a desired
resolution. Comparing two sequences through RDL is a symmetric operation, and sequences
of different sizes can be compared.
These properties suit our needs nicely. Superpixels in the neighborhood ℵµ may not be
present in ℵµ′ and vice versa. This would be because of partial overlap of content between
views, and because of occlusions. The operations of insert and delete will basically edit
such non-matching features from the sequences. The ability to transpose adjacent features
accounts for slight errors in the sequence orderings5. Replacement in this context, being
physically meaningless, is disabled. Also, the restriction that each subsequence can be altered
only once, prevents any re-edits over incumbent feature alignments. Insertion, deletion are
symmetric operations and we nominally set their cost to unity. Transposition cost is set to
zero, as it only occurs only due to slight ordering inconsistencies.
Obtaining a match between two given features, qαµ and q
α′





easy. Basically, a match is established when the respective components of the two features
lie within some acceptable range of each other. Two simple, intuitive thresholds – one for
allowable angular deviation, θdev and the other for allowable distance deviation, rdev – are
utilized. These thresholds account for noise and allowable slack in elements of qαµ and q
α′
µ′ .
Figure 3.4 plots the effect of varying them on (average) edit distances. Also, more precise,
co-incident localizations can be achieved by considering smaller values, and a more granular
superpixel discretization (vice versa is applicable too).
Two superpixel sequences from different views corresponding to the same 3D location,
should have zero edit costs – assuming complete overlap of neighborhoods, no occlusions
and consistent segmentations. In practice, correctly associated superpixels (their sequences)
would still have some edit costs due to partially overlapping neighborhood geometry, oc-
cluded regions, and inexact superpixel decomposition across views. Desirably, these absent,
5Our experiments indicated that, in less noisy settings/good datasets, the transposition operation could be
optionally disabled without significant impact on association accuracies, due to the use of epsilon tolerances.
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occluded, or mismatched superpixel features would be edited out. Incorrect associations
will have significantly higher edit distances, as a consequence of dissimilar neighborhood
geometry. Algorithm 3.1 specifies the matching algorithm. It returns the net edit cost,
DRDL(µ, µ
′), between the feature sequences of µ and µ′, being considered for association.
For clarity, embellishments for memory and computational efficiency have been left out.
Note that DRDL(µ, µ′) ≡ DRDL(µ′, µ).
3.2.4 Ascertaining Associations
The best potential, putative association for a patch, µ ∈ S , would be the patch in S′ whose
neighborhood geometry matches most with µ’s neighborhood - one whose feature sequence
gives the lowest edit distance with
↼
Qµ.
DµRDL = min∀α′∈S′(DRDL(µ, α
′)) (3.3a)




where DµRDL indicates the edit distance from the best association in S
′, µ′best. DµRDL is
basically indicative of the amount of rigid geometry mismatch between the neighborhoods
of µ and its best putative association; and can hence be utilized to ascertain whether the
putative association is considered correct. Normalized edit distances are used for this
purpose 6. For view to view matching, all patches in a view can be made to use equal size
neighborhoods (that is, the set of nearest patches in 3D) ; thus |ℵµ| = kS , ∀µ ∈ S and
ℵµ′ | = kS′ , ∀µ′ ∈ S′. DRDL(µ, µ′), for any µ and µ′, can thus have a maximum value of







DµRDL/D̂µRDL are dependable measures of association quality. A putative association for
a given patch, µ, is considered correct in the geometric sense, if D̂µRDL is not more than a
given normal gating value, λ ∈ [0, 1] (D̂µRDL ≤ λ for association). A lower λ would result in
more confident and localized associations, while denser but possibly coarser associations
would arise at higher λ gatings 7 (depending on a scene’s geometrical ambiguity, considered
6 With pertinent application specific adjustments, normalized edit distances are amenable to a probabilistic
interpretation as well.
7 Alternatively, or when more accurate metric transforms is the end objective, a dense set of putative
associations could be first obtained using a high gating; these could be subsequently filtered on the basis of 3D
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Table 3.1: Feature set means are discriminative : Averaged percentage of best associa-
tions with increasing query sizes.
# Feature means queried - C 25 50 75 100
µ′best found (% Avg., λ = .5) 71.5 86.8 94.5 98.9
neighborhood sizes and match deviation thresholds).
Obtaining a putative association, when comparing with all patches in S′, would have a worst
case complexity of O(||S′|kSkS′ |). Although the cubic complexity is tractable, significant
further improvements are possible. Some discriminative information can be leveraged from
the feature set, Qµ’s mean, Qµ. If two patches, µ and µ
′ form a correct correspondence, their
respective feature set averages, Qµ and Qµ′ would be close to each other. To find the putative
match for µ in S′, we therefore build a KD-tree over feature set means (normalized) of all
patches in S′, and search/query for C of the nearest neighboring feature set means toQµ. The
putative association, and subsequently a possible correct association for µ, is then ascertained
from the patches corresponding to these queried feature means rather than considering all
patches in S′. This brings down the complexity of ascertaining a putative association to
quadratic – O(CkSkS′), where C is the constant number of queries, with C  S′. Table 3.1
indicates the average percentage of best associations (µ′best) found, as a function of query
size, C – at least an order of magnitude reduction in computations is achieved, without any
significant impact on association accuracies. An early termination criteria in Algorithm 3.1
gives another significant improvement. Since associations with normalized distances above
λ are anyways ignored, Algorithm 3.1 can be terminated prematurely as soon as the edit
costs exceed λ(kS + kS′). This is generally the case for a majority of potential associations in
S′, and results in significant gains in practice. Further gains are possible, like screening of
possible associations before computing DRDL, utilizing progressive rigid transform estimates.
Also note that the associations are computable in parallel — such kinds of efficiency gains is
a subject of ensuing work.
Coarse to fine association : Significant efficiency gains can also be achieved by ascertaining
patch associations in a coarse to fine fashion. Starting with a surface patch segmentation hi-
erarchy, patch associations are ascertained first at the coarsest level, which has a significantly
reduced number of patches and is hence faster. The 3D euclidean transform evaluated from
patch associations at this coarse level can then serve as a strong prior for associating at a
finer level, since it is quite accurate by itself (Figures 3.5 and 3.9). While ascertaining patch
associations at each of the finer levels, we then utilize the incumbent transform estimate
(evaluated from a coarser level) to filter out all but the most probable patch associations. This
can be accomplished by first transforming a patch at that hierarchical level in S, say µh ∈ S,
rigid transformation consistency, using a scheme such as RANSAC (Section 3.4). Similarly, for a semantic transfer
/ segmentation task, associations obtained with a high gating could be smoothed out, in a framework such as
Conditional Random Fields.
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Figure 3.5: Coarse to fine GASP : A coarse to fine association example, operating over 3
levels of patch segmentation hierarchy is shown. The scene’s views (left and right images)
have been shown in color for better illustration, although appearance was not used at all.
The patches at the coarsest level, Level 3, are matched first. A few sample patch correspon-
dences have been indicated by overlays of common color and some connecting lines. The
transform estimated from matches at the coarsest level are utilized to significantly prune
down the set of potential matches for patches in the level below. Note that the correspon-
dences at the coarsest level are well localized as well, despite the steep change in viewpoint
and accompanying challenges.
with the incumbent transform estimate. µ′h,best can then be evaluated by only considering a
few patches in S′ (at the same level in hierarchy) that are nearest in the euclidean sense to
the transformed µh. A coarse to fine association example is shown in Figure 3.5. Such an
approach results in a significantly more efficient scheme overall. Desirably, this allows us
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Figure 3.6: Generating a segmentation hierarchy : Example patch segmentation hierar-
chies are shown on left and right. The left hierarchy was generated bottom-up, by agglom-
erating 3D adjacent patches, starting with the segmentation at the bottom. The hierarchy
on the right was generated in a top-down fashion, by subdividing each patch into smaller
ones, starting with the segmentation at the top. Note that the divisive scheme preserves
surface boundaries better.
to trade-off some accuracy to increase efficiency further as well — as Figure 3.9 indicates,
the transform estimates resulting from limiting association to the coarser levels are quite
accurate as well.
3.3 Patch Decomposition
The methodology presented here can work with any 3D patch segmentation scheme — as
long as it generates compact, geometrically regularized 3D superpixels of similar area. The
later property helps in achieving patch correspondences that are better localized and spread
more uniformly across the (overlapping) volume of the scene.
Such patch decompositions can be obtained from 3D point cloud as well as range data. For
example, [100], which segments volumetrically, could be used while working with point
clouds; and a surface segmentation scheme such as one presented in [101], or in Section 3.3.1
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could be employed when working with depth / range images. Besides experimenting
with the segmentation scheme outlined in Section 3.3.1, we have also experimented with
the pointcloud segmentation approach presented in [100]. Both performed well in our
experiments.
Generating a segmentation hierarchy : Starting with a patch decomposition at the base
layer, a hierarchy of segmentations can then be generated in either fine to coarse (agglomer-
ative), or coarse to fine (divisive) fashion.
In case of fine to coarse, each progressively coarser segmentation layer in the hierarchy
is built from local agglomeration of surface patches in the previous layer. This is done by
running K-Means in 3D over the centroids of the surface patches in the previous layer. A
separate K-means process is run for each set of patches that delineate a smooth surface
component, and near uniform seeding is used. In case of coarse to fine, each progressively
finer segmentation layer in the hierarchy is built by subdividing the patches in the previous
layer. This is again achieved by running K-Means in 3D with uniform seeding, albeit over the
constituent points of each patch. The number of clusters are reduced (for agglomerative) or
increased (for divisive) by a similar factor at every level. It is ensured that the generated
superpixels constitute of points that are intra-connected in 3D, and any superpixels below a
certain size are merged into an adjacent one. Figure 3.6 shows examples of both divisive
and agglomerative hierarchical segmentation. Note that the divisive scheme allows better
preservation of surface boundaries through the hierarchy, as any patches in a generated level
would always conform to the boundaries of the parent patch.
3.3.1 Depth image segmentation
RGB-D Scene 3D Normal Map 3D Components Surface Patches Surface Patches
Only depth used) HexGrid Regular-
ized
Area Regularized
Figure 3.7: A depth image segmentation example : The identified surface components
in 3D are indicated by the center image. The images on the right indicate different patch
regularization schemes. The hexgrid regularization was obtained by simply introducing a
hexagonally tiled label image in fcmp.
We present a depth image segmentation approach that essentially involves decomposing each
contiguous, 3D surface (not necessarily planar), into compact (not necessarily small) smooth
patches of similar surface area. The resultant patch segmentations are thus consistent across
views and are uniform in 3D
Our patch segmentation algorithm takes in a range or depth image, P , and corresponding
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point normals, Np, as input. It also takes in a boolean comparator function, fcmp, which
checks two points for 3D connectivity and local smoothness. The output is a label vector
Lp indicating membership of each point to some superpixel si (∈ S - where S indicates
the set of superpixels), and Φs which refers to the collective set of superpixel properties
(normal, centroid, area, size). The algorithm also outputs a superpixel connectivity graph,
Gcs, which maintains the 3D adjacencies between superpixels / nodes in G
c
s. We summarize
the algorithm below - its worst case complexity is O(|P | log |P |).
• Build a triangulated mesh, Mp and a 3D point connectivity graph, Gcp → Traverse the
points in P for a) ascertaining 3D connectivity of each point with its grid adjacent
points, using fcmp for pairwise comparisons and, b) adaptively triangulating each
point with its grid adjacent and 3D connected neighbors. This results in a 3D point
connectivity graph, Gcp and a triangulated mesh, Mp. Each triangle primitive in Mp has
an associated surface area.
• Evaluate connected components from Gcp → Use a breadth first traversal over Gcp to
identify connected components. Each component represents a smooth 3D surface, or
an unregularized superpixel.
• (optional) Evaluate surface areas and decompose components into surface patches →
Traverse through the triangle primitives in Mp to populate the surface area of each
component. Determine the number of patches for each component (ratio of component
surface area with desired area). For each component, cluster the 3D points compactly
into the required number of patches, using minimum variance hierarchical K-Means
with seeds that are spread uniformly in 3D.
• Build Lp and Φs → Populate Lp, which indicates membership of each point to some
superpixel. And agglomerate first and second order statistics for each superpixel, for
evaluating Φs.
• Build Gcs→ Traverse the pixel connectivity graph, Gcp, to build a superpixel connectivity
graph, Gcs.
• Merge back→ Visit nodes (superpixels) of Gcs in order of increasing size. Using edge
contraction operations, merge superpixels below a certain size to adjacent superpixels
with the most aligned normal (or closest centroid). During each merge, update
superpixel memberships in Lp, and statistics for Φs.
fcmp is defined as a pairwise comparator which ascertains compatibility between two adjacent
points. For segmenting depth images, it is purely geometric, ascertaining local smoothness
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Table 3.2: Quantitative evaluations and comparisons : We demonstrate the localiza-
tion accuracy of GASP’s superpixel associations by utlizing them for motion estimates, over
kinect datasets from [63] which have ground truths obtained from a motion-capture sys-
tem. Translation & Rotation RMS errors and failure rates are shown. For all metrics, lower
values are better. As can be seen, the transform estimates from GASP associations are accu-
rate. They remain consistent under increasing frame skips, and with minimal failures. We
also compare with geometric as well as appearance based 3D feature approaches (ones be-
low short solid lines), in popular use today. Top values are ordered as rgb. GASP performed
best overall.
Datasets [63] Cabinet− SparseStructure Structure−NoTexture Household− Clutter
FrameSkip 10 20 30 40 25 50 75 100 10 50 100
Trans
(mtr)
GASP 0.057 0.075 0.070 0.073 0.026 0.037 0.038 0.039 0.023 0.028 0.058
SHOT 0.184 0.281 0.352 0.461 0.132 0.228 0.309 0.461 0.033 0.191 0.347
FPFH 0.185 0.424 0.393 0.435 0.164 0.202 0.275 0.406 0.045 0.260 0.606
C−SHOT 0.157 0.255 0.363 0.487 0.100 0.213 0.300 0.362 0.030 0.061 0.236
SIFT 0.201 0.285 0.405 0.468 0.046 0.059 0.098 0.198 0.014 0.029 0.095
D−SIFT 0.131 0.178 0.246 0.242 0.030 0.042 0.191 0.182 0.019 0.138 0.425
Rot
(deg)
GASP 1.656 1.971 2.737 2.596 0.802 0.998 1.157 1.186 1.471 1.077 2.359
SHOT 4.582 9.714 9.166 13.195 4.392 7.226 8.860 9.896 1.973 6.235 14.494
FPFH 5.375 11.375 10.146 11.671 5.334 6.729 7.764 14.748 2.157 8.656 22.387
C−SHOT 4.359 7.678 9.231 11.666 4.177 7.212 10.571 8.592 1.511 2.775 10.927
SIFT 5.140 3.764 9.090 10.287 1.436 1.908 3.226 4.863 0.531 1.113 4.819
D−SIFT 3.175 4.578 5.930 6.811 1.315 1.790 6.302 6.228 0.783 5.169 21.234
Fail
Rate
GASP 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 7.14% 0% 0% 0%
SHOT 7.32% 17.07% 16.67% 25.00% 0% 3.33% 20.69% 39.29% 0% 9.30% 54.29%
FPFH 1.22% 7.32% 11.11% 27.50% 3.23% 3.33% 17.24% 32.14% 0% 0% 45.71%
C−SHOT 8.54% 2.44% 12.96% 15.00% 3.23% 3.33% 3.45% 17.86% 0% 4.65% 28.57%
SIFT 47.56% 58.54% 61.11% 67.50% 3.23% 3.33% 13.79% 21.43% 0% 0% 0%
D−SIFT 1.22% 0% 1.85% 2.50% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 6.98% 34.29%
and 3D connectivity.
fgeom(i , j) =
(


















||−→pj || ≥ ||−→pi ||
otherwise
.
fgeom ascertains 3D connectivity through normalized euclidean distance, local smoothness
through normal alignment and occluding boundaries through relative change in range. More
rigorous, use case dependent constraints such as local planarity and maximum curvature
could be enforced too. Figure 3.7 illustrates the depth image segmentation with an example.
Note that due to surface area regularization, parts of a scene closer to the sensor would
have larger superpixels (more pixels) than the ones farther away (Figure 3.3). Similarly, a
view from farther away would have more superpixels, as it covers more of the scene area
(Figure 3.8d).
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Figure 3.8: Example results over varied scenes : These are over different structural
settings, and involve varied occlusion, overlap and sensor motion scenarios. Similar pre-
sentation and evaluation semantics as in Figure 3.1 have been used. Only a sparse sampling
of the ascertained associations are indicated in the figures.
(a) Clutter scene from [63]. It has complex geometry and self-occlusions. The views have
significant change in perspective, surface resolution scales.
(b) Scene with multiple primitive instances in a near symmetrical setting (points outside
the sofa setting volume were clipped off). The views have a full roll inversion, and changes
in pitch and yaw as well.
(c) Results over a scene with sparse structure and duplicate primitives. The views have a
full roll inversion. An occluding body was introduced in the second view - the superpixels
pertaining to it will not get matched (grey overlay).
(d) Results over a scene from UMD-Hotel dataset from [56]. The views have significant
change in perspective, surface resolution scale, and a partial overlap.
(e) Results over a conference room scene from Harvard-C11 dataset from [56]. The views
have self-occlusion and partially overlapping geometry.
(f) Results over a corridor scene from Brown-BM1 dataset from [56]
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3.4 Experiments And Results
We show results on datasets available from [63, 56], as well as ones collected from every-
day scenes - these cover a diverse and challenging range of settings (Figures 3.1 and 3.8,
Table 3.2).
For the experiments in the article, due to the nature of datasets and to maintain uniformity,
full neighborhoods were considered throughout (kS = |S|, kS′ = |S′|). Smaller neighbor-
hoods suffice for settings with locally anisomorphic content though – such as ones with
clutter. The superpixel count varied between datasets, and from view to view (due to regu-
larization) - the average number of superpixels per view was around 750. KD-tree queries,
C, were at kept at 75. The deviation thresholds, θdev & rdev, were 10◦& .04m respectively.
Exemplar qualitative results are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.8. Nicely localized associations,
densely covering the scenes’ structures, were achieved. These include associations over
regions which have ambiguous or indiscriminate local geometry (and would prove difficult
to associate otherwise). The accuracy of associations is also indicated by the quality of
unrefined reconstructions resulting from them. As the grey overlays indicate, the occluded
and absent parts always get edited out – do not get matched. GASP was able to handle
occlusion and partial overlap scenarios, even under sharp sensor motion. Our experiments
indicated the associations obtained at low gating values to be accurate. Relatively coarser
(but qualitatively correct) associations would arise at higher gating values, with incorrect
associations arising mostly at high λ gatings.
Quantitative results are indicated in Table 3.2, over kinect datasets from [63] which have
ground truths obtained from a motion-capture system. Localization accuracy of GASP’s
associations was evaluated by utlizing them for ascertaining motion estimates between
frames. Translation & Rotation RMS errors and failure rates are shown. Since the datasets
had small inter-frame motions, we skipped frames uniformly, starting from regularly spaced
initial frames, to simulate significant changes in scene perspectives, sensor baselines and
non-overlapping content. The datasets cover different settings - the first two are over
varied structural settings with sparse local information, while the last one is over cluttered
household/office settings (Figure 3.8a).
For automation, roughly chosen high gating values were used (λ ∈ {.65, , .65, .8}, respec-
tively for the three datasets), and the ensuing associations 8 were subsequently filtered
for 3D consistency through RANSAC - by simply utilizing the associated superpixels’ lo-
cations/means as point correspondences. Note that since we ascertain superpixel level
associations, better transformation estimates could have been obtained by utilizing richer
8 A fully dense set of associations was not required for transform estimates. Instead, associations were only
ascertained for a volumetrically downsampled set of superpixels, uniformly covering the scenes in 3D
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Figure 3.9: Analyzing coarse to fine association : Impact of hierarchical association on
SE(3) estimation accuracies. L4 indicates the coarsest segmentation level, while L1 is the
finest. A sequence, such as L3−L2−L1, indicates hierarchical, coarse to fine GASP starting
at the coarsest level L3 (in the manner illustrated in Figure 3.5). The effect of utilizing
increasingly finer segmentation levels for association has been plotted. Translation and
orientation errors in the estimate have been indicated on the left and right respectively. The
evaluations were done over datasets from [102, 103] - these are indicated on the horizontal
axis, with the leftmost ('Average') label in each plot indicating the average over all the
datasets. As consecutive frames only had small motion between them, the evaluations were
done over pairs 15 frames apart. The analysis indicates that associating hierarchically with
increasingly granular patch decompositions results in increased accuracy. It also suggests
that the improvements diminish with each additional level.
constraints such as surface patch orientations and overlap - these were not leveraged in
experiments.
Promising results were obtained. GASP gave consistently accurate results across the experi-
ments. It was quite robust under increasingly large sensor motions and in varied structural
settings.
It also performed favorably, in comparisons with other popular approaches. We compared
with geometric as well as appearance based 3D feature approaches (Table 3.2, ones below
short solid lines), in popular use today. SHOT , FPFH ([64, 65]) are point based 3D
descriptors based on local geometry; C − SHOT additionally utlizes color information.
Dense keypoints (> 2500) for them were evaluated by volumetrically downsampling the
point clouds. Standard SIFT ([83]) was utilized, by back-projecting its keypoints in 3D -
this is prevalent in RGBD based SfM, SLAM approaches ([56, 55]). For Dense SIFT, keypoints
were taken with a step size of 8 pixels, at 3 scales (1, 3, 9). For all methods, the final feature
matches were ascertained by filtering for transformation consistency using RANSAC. We
tried direct, dense cloud techniques ([54, 77]), but they required short sensor displacements
to operate properly. Top values are ordered as rgb.
As can be seen, GASP’s results were superior. Its associations gave significantly better
motion estimates than geometric feature approaches (whose performance deteriorated
with increasing sensor motion). It was also more robust, performed better than popular
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appearance based approaches like SIFT and Dense−SIFT under larger viewpoint changes.
3.5 Conclusion
A robust approach was proposed for the problem of dense surface patch / superpixel level
data association across views, for pointcloud and range / depth data.
The approach involved an invariant representation of relative geometry over superpixel
neighborhoods, and a partial ordering over them - unique to the represented geometry
itself. Robust Damerau-Levenshtein edit distance was leveraged for matching these ordered
representations. The approach exhibited high robustness to sensor noise and inexact super-
pixel decomposition across views. It was able to perform in settings with wide baselines,
occlusions, partial overlap and steep viewpoint changes. Promising experiment results were
achieved in varied and difficult setups.
The approach holds further potential in other applications such as transferring the semantic
labels from one view to another, structure and primitive detection, and co-segmentation.
These will be explored in the future, as well as improvements in the algorithm by leveraging
appearance, and performing experiments in more challenging datasets.
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CHAPTER 4
ROBUST GEOMETRIC SCENE ASSOCIATION AND RETRIEVAL
The problems of computing similarity and establishing association between range images
and/or 3D point clouds of scenes (observed from a viewpoint, henceforth referred to as
scene-views) is fundamental to robotics and computational perception in general. It plays an
important role in a multitude of applications. Loop closure (identifying a place visited earlier
in the trajectory) is intrinsic to metric SLAM ([104]). Localizing with respect to a previously
reconstructed map or scene model, and relocalizing after a tracking failure (determining
sensor pose without pose priors from trajectory) - both are essential for mapping in practice
as well. Different forms of the problem are also key to many navigation scenarios, and
in perception tasks such as scene-guided search / foraging or location-based context and
activity recognition.
In a minimally restrictive setting, the aforementioned problems (and several others) can
be formulated as a retrieval problem - to recognize / identify a scene-view by linking it to
stored ones in an assorted, unorganized database. Such a setting would not require any pose
priors, spatio-temporal contiguity of collected data1 or other additional information such as
annotations or reconstructed models, and would remove the need to learn a specific pose
estimator / regressor for each workspace.
While a lot of progress has been made over the years, including in the retrieval domain,
competitive scene association approaches in literature have mostly been reliant on (dis-
criminative) appearance information. Relatively few methodologies work well on noisy,
imperfect 3D point clouds or depth images from the real world. Often they critically rely on
additional pieces of information available in their target scenario - to prune the association
hypothesis space, or obtain strong indirect priors on scene similarity, or enable construction
of aggregated spatial information structures to allow its estimation (for instance, [11, 12,
13, 14, 103, 105]) 2. Approaches also often operate under limited changes in viewpoint and
/ or on specific types of scene geometry (such as [15, 12, 106]) or they solve a simplified
2D problem (such as [107]). Understandably, methodologies like above are either use case
limited or restrictive. Note that approaches like [108] do not ascertain association at all -
these directly solve for 3D poses between pre-associated set of data frames.
1 Spatio-temporally unordered databases can store data acquired from multiple sensors, at multiple times
and from disparate locations; could just constitute of snapshots covering scenes of interest.
2 Quite commonly, approaches rely on spatio-temporal contiguity of frames to to obtain priors or accumulate
data structures to ascertain the association.
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Figure 4.1: Retrieval pipeline overview : The query view is indicated in the top-left.
Input is a range image or a 3D point cloud. The database (bottom left) constitutes of
unordered signatures from arbitrary scene-views, with no labels or ground truth pose anno-
tations. The set of nearest-neighbor retrieved views undergo diversification and subsequent
validation. The point clouds are color mapped according to the surface normals - the RGB
color of a 3D point is proportional to the component values of its normal.
The dearth of purely 3D geometric scene association approaches in the real world can be
primarily attributed to the considerably more ambiguous and challenging depth / range
sensing modality. In general, the modality has high local ambiguity and may not be lavish
with information on the whole (in contrast to rgb). Data acquired from commodity 3D range
/ depth sensing hardware tends to be particularly noisy as well, has several imperfections.
Locally smooth, isomorphic and self-similar nature of typical 3D data from indoor or struc-
tural environments makes the problem more difficult. Changes in viewpoint, occlusions and
partially overlapping views / content significantly exacerbate the problem further.
We present a minimally restrictive retrieval methodology. Our approach affords means to
evaluate geometric content similarity between 3D point sets and associate them. We show
how it can be utilized to affect geometric diversity as well.
We generate descriptive frame-level signatures directly from range images / point clouds
(any additional information or assumptions touched upon earlier are not utilized). We make
use of macro scale geometry — 3D geometrical interactions (derived from relative angles
and distances) over an arbitrarily large span, between arbitrary surfaces, primitives and
structures, and their spatial arrangement (for example between walls, floor and furniture,
between fixtures and equipment, or just between various parts of a given structural entity).
Such interactions when considered collectively are highly discriminative. They are expressed
in a learnt viewpoint invariant feature space (4.3). To characterize a scene-view, high order
gradient statistics from a dense set of projected interactions are utilized (Fisher Vector, 4.4).
To identify a geometrically diverse subset from set of similar retrieved views (4.5), we
model a Determinantal Point Process (DPP, 4.6). And to establish association with some of
the retrieved views, we employ a fine-grained spatial validation scheme which ascertains
consistency of rigid geometry overlap (4.7).
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The proposed approach not only outperformed the range / depth data baseline, but was also
comparable or better than state-of-art RGB and RGB-D approaches (including ones based on
CNN 3) - and without relying on any additional pose annotations, apriori reconstructed 3D
world models, or assumptions such as spatio-temporal contiguity of training data used by
other approaches.
Experiments also indicated the learning to be general - unlike most other approaches, it did
not require dataset specific training; a single learnt model performed well across the board.
Experiments also indicated the performance holding up under significantly sparser databases,
and under significantly increased database scale and diversity. Our empirical evaluations
quantifying geometric diversity of retrievals were quite encouraging as well. They not only
indicated a significant increase in viewpoint diversity of the retrieved set, but also suggested
the efficacy of the proposed approach for richer reconstruction and increased workspace
coverage - promising hitherto unexplored application scenarios, such as assistive structural
search.
4.1 Related work
We refer to only more recent 3D literature among the vast and varied landscape. State-of-the-
art loop closure, camera relocalization and place recognition approaches have been primarily
based on visual information ([109] presents a recent survey). Many rely on landmark-based
features, such as SIFT or ORB, for instance [110, 111, 112, 113]. Approaches such as [114]
have focused on the classification problem - one of categorizing similar scenes. [114] utilizes
user annotated 3D data to categorize scenes with viewpoint invariance.
Recent state-of-the-art sensor relocalization approaches in real world structural settings
[115, 116, 113, 117, 118] are appearance-reliant as well. They also have other critical
requirements like scene-specific learning, and / or workspace models or apriori constructed
feature clouds (Section 4.9).
As discussed earlier, high-performing scene association approaches operating solely on 3D
range/depth data have been relatively scarce. A significant amount of efforts have been
put on local 3D point features, such as [64, 65, 15]. There have also been work based
on complete point clouds include variants of Iterative Closest Point, Normal Distributions
Transform and aggregated 3D features (often position based, such as height above ground,
[119]) over densely sampled keypoints. While they work well under some conditions, their
performance deteriorates quickly with increasing change in viewpoint and sensor rotations -
[1, 120, 121] amongst others, have noted this as well.
3 Note that our approach considers surface patches as far as half a frame apart from the outset – a distinct
difference from popular convolutional network based learning approaches that start by building local features.
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[121] matches surface patches between views operating on range / depth data. Our geo-
metric property extraction is along similar lines, and our validation scheme builds upon it.
In contrast to [121], which presents a localized surface patch matching algorithm based
on aligning geometric sequences defined over neighborhood patches, this work focuses
on capturing holistic scene level content for ascertaining geometric content similarity and
retrieval.
A number of successful methods exist for shape-based retrieval. [122] presents a recent
survey. Shape retrieval approaches are designed to work with CAD object models or clutter
free, object-centric data, often with 3D figure-ground information (in contrast to raw,
egocentric scene data from noisy sensors) 4. There have been some successful approaches
for 3D object instance detection in clutter, by employing pre-ascertained 3D object templates,
for example [123, 124]. More recently, approaches such as [125] have learnt object point
clouds to identify 3D shapes with distinct topology.
4.2 Problem Statement
Given a queried scene-view, VQ, and an extant database, D, of various views from various
scenes, {Vs}D - our algorithm a) Retrieves a set of views which have structurally similar
content as VQ, b) Identifies a geometrically diverse subset of views from this retrieved set,
and c) Ascertains whether some of these views pertain to the same scene as VQ (Figure 4.1).
We denote {xi}cXi=1, xi ∈ X to indicate VX ’s segmentation into smooth surface patches.
{Xh}Hh=1 denotes the segmentation hierarchy then. Segmentation and hierarchy generation
is outlined in Section 3.3. To simplify notation, we only indicate the hierarchy level h when
it improves clarity.
4.3 Geometric feature space description
Geometric property set extraction : For a given view VX , at a particular segmentation level
- we first express each patch xi through a 13-D vector set, F ′xi of robust, viewpoint agnostic
and macro scale 3D geometric properties. These are derived by utilizing 3D relationships
relative to other patches in xi’s neighborhood, Nxi (along similar lines as [121]). Note that
Nxi is large, non-local - it could span the entire segmentation, X − xi. Neighboring patch
count, |Nxi |, is indicated as cxi .
For a patch xi ≡ µ ∈ X, we denote its mean surface normal as n̂µ and its 3D mean as lµ.
Denoting α to indicate a patch in µ’s neighborhood, with n̂α, lα denoting its normal and
4 These also involve specific assumptions - for example, watertight manifolds, surfaces with geometric texture,
or disparate / distinctive topology.
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mean respectively - an orthonormal basis can be derived from the spanning vectors n̂µ and
rαµ = lα − lµ through the Gram-Schmidt process. Figure 3.2 illustrates this. It also formulates
the resultant orthonormal basis, <ûαµ , v̂αµ , ŵαµ>, where ûαµ is the unit vector in the direction of
rαµ . Note that coordinate frame spanned by this orthonormal basis is agnostic (invariant)
of the sensing viewpoint, since it is a reference frame local to µ & α. Also note that this
basis is seldom degenerate, as n̂µ and rαµ are rarely colinear, especially when data frames are
captured from a projective sensing process.
For each neighboring surface patch α in µ’s neighborhood, Nµ, we are able to thus extract
the following vector of viewpoint invariant properties, {f ′αµ }∀α∈Nµ :
f
′α
µ = [ θn̂α,n̂µ , θûαµ ,n̂µ , θûαµ ,n̂α , r
α
µ · n̂µ, n̂α · ûαµ , n̂α · v̂αµ , n̂α · ŵαµ , . . .
rαµ · (n̂α × n̂µ), ||rαµ ||, ||rαµ || · sgnεθ (n̂µ · ûαµ), ||rαµ || · sgnεθ (n̂α · ûαµ), . . .
||rαµ || · sgnεθ (n̂α · v̂αµ ), ||rαµ || · sgnεθ (n̂α · ŵαµ), ]
T (4.1)
The θ above refers to the angle between the indicated vectors and × represents an outer
product. sgne(..) is a robust signum function that clamps to zero when its parameter
6∈ [cos−1(PI − eθ), cos−1(eθ)], with eθ accounting for allowable tolerance to angular noise.
The feature vector f
′α
µ basically represents an overcomplete characterization of relative
properties between the two patches - formulated in a viewpoint agnostic fashion. The first
part (first 9 features) captures angular relationships between rµα, n̂α & n̂µ, characterizes
n̂α in the invariant frame derived from rαµ and n̂µ, and characterizes r
µ
α. The second part
(remaining 4) consists of robustified features - as a measure against noises arising due
to estimation from real world, noisy data. Signs of projected normals’ components are
captured through robust signum functions and are augmented with the magnitude of relative
displacement vector.




xi }α∈Nxi is then projected
onto a subspace learnt beforehand 5. The projection reduces redundancy in f
′α
xi , makes its
components more independent, and further stabilizes it in face of noises. Importantly, this
alleviates the burden on subsequent learning, and fits with the component independence
assumption made in Section 4.4 to train Gaussian mixture models with diagonal covariances.
A 12-D subspace was learnt through cross validation experiments minimizing for data
reconstruction error. To learn the subspace, we used an asymptotically efficient version of
independent component analysis, [126], that optimizes adaptively chosen nonlinearities.
The feature space projection results in a 12-D feature vector set Fxi={fαxi}α∈Nxi . By considering
the patches in xi’s macro scale neighborhood, Nxi , the feature set Fxi can thus robustly
5 Our empirical evaluations indicated this learnt subspace to be general. Figure 4.3 validates our observations.
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Figure 4.2: View signature encoding : Geometric properties are extracted over a hierar-
chy of patch segmentations. At each segmentation level, the aggregate sets of properties
is first mapped to a viewpoint invariant geometric feature space, to get a decorrelated, di-
mensionally independent principal feature set. These are then jointly encoded as a view
level signature using fisher vector embedding.
express the 3D geometry in xi’s non-local neighborhood. An aggregation of such feature sets





|xi∈X,α∈Nxi}, can thus invariantly and richly
express the geometry of the entire scene as captured by VX . Finally, the above procedure
is repeated for each level in the segmentation hierarchy, to capture fine as well as coarse




4.4 Encoding feature space statistics
To obtain a descriptive signature for a given view, VX , we encode the aggregated feature
sets using Fisher vector embedding (FV, [127, 128]) - this captures the normalized gradient
of the log-likelihood of the feature sets. The Fisher kernel theory, first presented in [127],
introduces a similarity kernel, arising as a consequence of maximizing the log-likelihood of
generatively modeled data. In this paper, Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) were used to
model the feature space distribution.
Given a learnt GMM, PΘ, parameterized as Θ= {pg , νg ,Λg}G1 , the FV embedding of the aggregate
feature set FX , indicated as φ(FX), is obtained as φ(FX)=LΘ∇Θlog(PΘ(FX)). Here, LΘ is the
Cholesky decomposition factor of the inverse Fisher Information Matrix, and ∇Θlog(PΘ(FX))
is the score function (log-likelihood gradient). Following similar analysis as [128], under




























g respectively capture the normalized zeroth, first and second order statis-
tics of the sample set that falls in the g-th mixture component of the GMM. φ(FX) has
a dimensionality of dφ = (2dF + 1) · G, where G is number of mixture components, and

































































φ(FX) is then component-wise square root normalized (by replacing each component, 'a' of
φ(FX) by '|a|1/2sign(a)'), and `2 normalized. The square root normalization serves to alleviate
the dominant effect of relatively indiscriminate samples occurring with high frequency
(for example, arising from patches on a wall or ceiling) and the `2 normalization helps
generalization across different scenes by normalizing the energy content. The desired view
signature vector for VX , denoted as ψ(X), is obtained by evaluating the embedding at each




T , . . . φ(FXh )




4.5 Similarity and Retrieval
The thus obtained view signature, ψ(X), captures discriminative 3D geometrical properties,
and is robust to viewpoint changes, sensor noise, occlusions and other data imperfections
by design. As experiments indicate, a metric based on such view signatures is a reliable
measure of 3D geometric similarity. We tried `1 & `2 distance metrics, and used `1 for all
experiments in the paper as it performed better. Thus the similarity between two given views
VX & VY can be denoted as, s(X,Y ) = −(
∑25GH
1 |ψ(X)− ψ(Y )|1).
Given a a queried view, VQ, and a database D of view signatures, one can thus retrieve a set
of putative view associations in the geometric sense through nearest neighbor queries. We
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indicate this retrieved set of putatively associated views as R = {VX}cRX=1.
4.6 Diversity Sampling with Determinantal Point Processes
Depending on the distribution of scenes’ views in the database, R = {VX}cRX=1 could be
overwhelmed with views which are near duplicates (all being very similar to each other, hence
almost equally similar to the queried view). This may not be desirable since the subset of top
retrievals could just be flooded with near duplicates of false putative associations, resulting in
complete failure. By filtering out near duplicates, a diversity based subset selection procedure
may still be able to salvage correct, albeit lower ranked, putative associations present in R
with further post-processing validation.
A diverse set of retrievals is generally desirable. It would provide assorted and possibly
complementary information, which could be made use of thereon. For instance, it could be
potentially beneficial in reconstruction or coverage tasks, where diverse viewpoints observing
the environment with only partially overlapping content are more desirable than having
redundant views from nearly the same perspective. A querying human user could also be
better assisted by being provided with a diverse set of the retrievals to choose from.
Determinantal point processes ([129]) are employed to select a diverse subset of candidate
views, C, from R. A point process PL is called an L - ensemble k-determinantal point process




. L here is a symmetric positive semi-definite similarity matrix
indexed by the elements of R. LC is the principal minor (submatrix) with rows and columns
from L indexed by the elements in subset C. Thus the probability of selecting a subset C,
(|C| = k = cC) elements is directly proportional to the determinant of the submatrix indexed
by it. Note that higher diagonal values would proportionately encourage their inclusion
in a selected subset C as they lead to higher determinants. Similarly, the off-diagonal
values determine correlation between different elements, and a high value decreases the
determinant overall. Thus two elements with a high similarity value tend not to co-occur in
C. DPP sample sets are therefore able to balance the net significance of their constituent
elements with their diversity. We modeled L accordingly as follows
{L}X,Y = ρXρY κe
s(X,Y )
σ , 1 ≤ X,Y ≤ cR (4.5)




ω , ∃X ∈ R models the similarity of a retrieved view VX to the queried
view VQ. The similarity between two given views VX and VY is captured by the rightmost
term. Positive valued parameters σ, ω and κ can be tuned to balance the need for both
diversity and similarity to VQ. A lower sigma would induce a higher resolution in similarity
scores between retrieved views, and hence would result in a more diverse subset selection.
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Figure 4.3: Left - Consistency in GMM learning : Similar retrieval accuracies were
achieved with GMMs learnt from each of the 7 training sets. Right - The impact of
encoding a fine to coarse hierarchy of levels : As can be seen, significant improvements
are achieved when properties are captured at multiple scales.
While the MAP inference on PL to determine the most probable subset is NP-hard, efficient
sampling algorithms exist which provide good approximate solutions in practice. For our
purposes, a greedy procedure based on [129] which results in O(k log k)-approximation
worked well.
4.7 Validating candidate views for association
We employ a finer grained spatial validation step before finally associating the queried
view with some of the views in the candidate set, C = {VX}cCX=1 . This is done by directly
leveraging the rigid 3D spatial arrangement of surface patches to ascertain surface alignment.
We make use of the patch matching scheme presented in our prior work [121]. It utilizes
a sequence alignment scheme over similarly motivated patch properties to find standalone
correspondences based on 3D neighborhood similarity. A semi-dense set of correspondences
can be ascertained. Rigid transform between two views of a given scene can then be robustly,
accurately computed through consensus of patch associations.
When views from scenes with different geometrical content are matched through [121], the
matches would likely be inconsistent with respect to the computed transform. We exploit
this understanding to validate associations with candidate views. For each candidate view,
VX ∈ C, and the queried view, VQ, we utilize randomly sampled patches to estimate rigid






X) and check whether they
are consistent with each other. We ascertain a candidate VX ∈ C as associated with VQ
when ‖log(RXQRQX)‖2≤εθval & ‖tXQ+t
Q
X‖2≤εεval - we are basically ensuring that the magnitude of
the rotation and translation components in the residual transform, TXQ T
Q
X , are below certain
thresholds {εθval, εεval}.
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Table 4.1: Quantitative evaluations and comparisons : The presented approaches (R
, VDR) are compared with baselines through localization accuracies on the standard 7-
scenes datasets from [130, 131]. All methods utilize RGB-D data during training, except
[131] D, and our R and VDR, which are based on range / depth data. During test time,
the three leftmost approaches only take RGB images as input, while the three rightmost
approaches only take range / depth images - the rest operate on RGB-D. Average indicates
the average among the 7 datasets. Combine indicates performance when jointly considering
all 7 scenes as a single database. VDR outperforms all the RGB-D approaches while using
depth information only. R performs very well as well, outperforming all but two RGB-D
approaches.
Data Appearance Reliant (RGB or RGB-D) Depth−Only
Approach Reconstruction Truth Needed for Relocalization Retrieval
Method Spr[131] [132]C DSc[116] [131] [133] [115] [132] D[131] R VDR
Chess 70.7 94.9 97.4 92.6 96 99.4 99.6 82.7 97.3 99.5
Fire 49.9 73.5 74.3 82.9 90 94.6 94.0 44.7 92.3 97.8
Heads 67.6 48.1 71.7 49.4 56 95.9 89.3 27.0 93.5 98.9
Office 36.6 53.2 71.2 74.9 92 97.0 93.4 65.5 89.7 98.4
Pumpkin 21.3 54.5 53.6 73.7 80 85.1 77.6 15.1 78.3 82.8
Kitchen 29.8 42.2 51.2 71.8 86 89.3 91.1 61.3 87.9 93.7
Stairs 9.2 20.1 4.5 27.8 55 63.4 71.7 13.6 54.8 61.0
Average 40.7 55.2 60.1 67.6 79.3 89.2 88.1 44.3 84.8 90.3
Combine 38.6 55.2 62.5 - - - - - 84.8 90.4
4.8 Further details and discussion
The approach is amenable to any boundary-preserving patch segmentation scheme, as long
as it results in superpixels / patches that are geometrically regularized for smoothness
and compactness. For example [100], which segments volumetrically, could be used while
working with point clouds; and surface segmentation schemes such as one presented in
Section 3.3 ([121]) could be employed when working with depth / range images. Both [121]
and [100] performed well in our experiments. Section 3.3 also discusses agglomerative
and divisive methodologies for generating a segmentation hierarchy. We used four levels of
segmentation hierarchy (H = 4). The number of mixture components were also kept fixed,
G = 1250. The GMMs were learnt through an expectation maximization scheme, and the
mixture components were initialized from the result an iteration of K-Means++ procedure.
Our empirical analysis indicated the learnt feature space distribution to be general for similar
sensor types 6. Figure 4.3 suggests that as well. In fact, a single set of Gaussian mixture (and
ICA) models were utilized for all the experiments shown in the article (except Figure 4.3).
6 Sufficient number of GMM components should be utilized to span the extent of the geometric feature space.
This is a function of maximum scene scale captured, and thus sensor range.
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Figure 4.4: Accuracies with significantly sparser acquisition : Database sizes were re-
duced to 1/15 and 1/20.
In practice, for efficiency, while encoding feature space statistics (Section 4.4), it suffices
to approximately ascertain FXh by sampling patches from Xh, and subsequently sampling
the neighborhoods of the sampled patches. This also partly corroborates our assertion that
the methodology is robust to occlusions. Databases were indexed as KD-trees. Our current
straight up implementation is not optimized for efficiency (on a 4.2 GHz, 4 core setup, 4.3 -
4.6 takes ∼ .3 ms, 1000 superpixels), though the methodology is GPU parallelizable. Most
of the procedures outlined in Sections 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 can be GPU paralellized in
a straightforward fashion. The computational bottleneck arises during validation, which
is quadratic in number of superpixels (∼ 1s for segmentation with 1000 superpixels at
finest level, but again naturally parallelizable). Note that it suffices to validate at a coarse
hierarchical level (∼ 250 superpixels) — the result, TXQ , can then be used as reliable
initialization and be quickly refined iteratively as per task.
4.9 Experiments
In all experiments, the method indicated 'R' refers to our retrieval approach (till Section 4.4),
without the diverse subset selection and validation steps. 'DR' refers to our approach till
Section 4.6, with diversification but without the validation step. 'VDR' would then refer to the
complete approach, resulting in the set Cvld - diverse retrievals which have been validated
through rigid overlap consistency. The retrievals in both the sets C and Cvld follow the same
order (by s(X,Y )) as they appear in the initial retrieval set R. All analysis is done on the
top few results from these sets.
The retrieval and association problems can be subjective - two views with only partially
overlapping geometric content can be evaluated differently by users. We employed an
objective measure - evaluating our retrieval approach on a sensor relocalization task. We
utilized the 7-scenes datasets from [130, 131], the standard benchmark for indoor RGB/RGB-
D relocalization. The objective is to localize the sensor (ascertain pose) with respect to the
workspace within the maximal allowable translation and orientation errors (5 cm and 5 deg
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Figure 4.5: Quantifying diversity : Left, Middle: The average relative translation of the
retrieved views with respect to the queried view. One can see DR improves diversity over
R, and VDR improves over VR. Right: Efficacy of diverse viewpoints for reconstruction
task. The average number of voxels (in a 8 cm3 occupancy grid) occupied by ground truth
reconstructs from the first five validated retrievals from VR and VDR are plotted. From the
same number of initial views, VDR results in richer reconstructs that capture significantly
more voxels in the scene.
respectively). The datasets are collected from different workspaces (although some scenes in
Redkitchen and Pumpkin are quite similar). Standard train - test splits are provided, with
the viewpoints in the test set differing significantly from the training set. This makes it most
appropriate for use in the evaluation 7. 7-scenes also provide additional training information
- global sensor pose annotations, as well as reconstructed volumetric workspace models.
In our approach, R, DR and VDR, depth images for training were simply encoded as an
unordered view-signature database. A given query image from the test split was localized
by computing the relative transform with respect to the top retrieval (in the sets R, C and
Cvld respectively), and the localization accuracy was computed by evaluating the disparity
between the estimated and ground truth relative poses. Same as in the baselines, 5 cm
and 5 deg are the allowable error. Our approach did not require additional information
accompanying the datasets to operate (pose truth annotations and workspace reconstructs).
Importantly, it also did not require specific training for each dataset. This differs from most
of our baselines which required some additional information or dataset-specific training.
Baselines: We compare our approach against many baselines. Approaches like [18, 136,
133, 118, 116, 117, 137] require additional information and dataset specific training. They
rely on annotations, workspace models, and involve regression against absolute sensor poses
or 3D coordinates of pixels. Deep-CNN based regressors have been proposed as well, such as
[118, 116, 117, 137]. Such approaches can overfit on the training data, and are difficult
to generalize to scenes that are not similar to the training. Some baseline results were not
shown in Table 4.1 — [130], which presents a random ferns based retrieval method over
RGB-D, report accuracies differently; but they indicate the achieved results to be weaker
than some of the baselines considered in Table 4.1. Methods like [118, 117, 137] report
localization accuracies as median errors - since the lowest reported median errors, that we are
7 As opposed to mapping, visual odometry or semantic scene datasets such as [63, 102, 56, 134, 135]. These
either do not have enough loop closures and/or are synthetic, or lack ground truth for quantitative evaluation or
standard train-test splits for loop closure.
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Figure 4.6: Failure cases : Two possible failure (or problematic) scenarios are indicated.
3D normal maps of queried views are shown in the top row along with the original images.
The retrieved views are shown under them respectively. Note that although the retrievals
are correct - that is, they have the same structural content as the queries - the subsequent
validation, or inaccurate localization failed them in final evaluations. This is because both
the scenes are geometrically ambiguous. The left scene is not discriminative enough from
geometry alone, which results in inconsistent transform estimates and is hence not vali-
dated. The one on the right has strong geometrical aliasing - while it does get validated,
the transformation estimates / localization is erroneous.
aware of, are greater than 10 cm (translation, implicitly includes orientation errors as well),
these methods are also not as accurate as some of the baselines in Table 4.1. Approaches
[113] and Sparse [131] employ frame to model matching for relocalization. They match
local features from the query frame to a global feature cloud accumulated and reconstructed
a priori from the training data and the pose ground-truth annotations. [113] shows nice
results, though we were unable to obtain exact numbers from the authors. However, VDR in
Table 4.1 does seem to perform better than [113] in 4 out of 7 datasets in comparison. VDR
also seems to outperform [113] in at least 6 out of 7 datasets when only 1/15 of the training
data is used (Figure 4.4). All the aforementioned approaches are appearance-reliant as well
(except [131] which additionaly present a depth only variant). We also tried a retrieval
methodology similar to ours with local 3D geometric point-features (such as [64]), but their
performance was worse than those shown in Table 4.1.
As Table 4.1 shows, VDR achieved state-of-the-art results through pure geometry alone -
without needing any additional annotations, assumptions or appearance features. Equally
promising were the results from R which were obtained by simply using the first retrieval
in R (no diversification or validation), which were better than all baselines but two. DR
gives the same results as R in the relocalization experiments and is hence not shown. This
is because the accuracies were evaluated with respect to only the top retrieval - this is the
same for R and DR since the greedy algorithm we used for k-DPP automatically selects the
top-scoring retrieval as the first one. These results support our hypothesis that macro-level
3D geometry holds immense discriminative information.
In the last row of Table 4.1, we combined all training data from the 7 datasets into one single
database, and evaluated accuracies of the combined test splits. As can be seen, the results
held up quite well in the combined experiment, when the database size and complexity
(variety, aliasing) was drastically increased.
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We also tabulated the affect of significantly reducing the database sizes - by re-evaluating
results with databases built from only 1/15th and 1/20th of the available train-splits for each
dataset. With a much sparser coverage of the environment, both retrieval and subsequent
validation and localization becomes much more difficult. The frames were sampled at
uniform intervals, thus may have steep viewpoint changes, much reduced content overlap
and significantly increased occlusions. As Figure 4.4 indicates, the accuracies of both R and
VDR held up quite well. This is indicative of the approach’s robustness to these practical
challenges.
The approach generalizes well. Our experiments do not suggest a need for scene specific
training - a single set of learnt gaussian mixtures and ICA projection matrices were utilized
in all our experiments (except Figure 4.3). The training data was taken from the train split
of Redkitchen in [131], and from datasets in [56, 63], a reasonably rich and diverse set of
samples. Figure 4.3 shows the robustness of the GMM parameters with respect to the dataset
used to train it. As can be seen the results stay consistent.
Finally, we conducted experiments to quantify the effect of our diversification approach, and
its role in generating significantly richer reconstructions. As Figure 4.5(left, middle) show,
the diversity of retrieved viewpoints is greatly improved due to our DPP-based diversifica-
tion. Note that DR and VDR select views which are not only further off than the queries
(higher relative mean), but result in view sets which have significantly more viewpoint
variance amongst themselves as well (significantly higher standard deviations). And as Fig-
ure 4.5(right) shows, the reconstruction volume improves significantly when a diversified set
of views is utilized. Figure 4.7 shows a qualitative example. One can see that the diversified
retrievals are significantly more diverse, from varied viewpoints, and are resulting in an
appreciably richer reconstruction. In general, retrieval as well as geometric diversity is often
desirable - apart from reconstruction, it would prove useful in other tasks such as structure
and semantic analysis, and 'human in loop' selection tasks.
4.10 Conclusion
We presented a robust solution to the problems of measuring 3D geometric similarity
between 3D range images or point clouds, and determining whether they come from the
same scene. A general-purpose retrieval approach was proposed, based on encoding (FV) of
viewpoint-invariant features that are hand-crafted to capture 3D geometry at macro scales.
The approach performed well in real world settings - including ones that involved sharp
viewpoint changes, partially overlapping and occluded content. It scaled well, and did not
require scene-specific training - making it useful in a variety of scenarios. As experiments
established, the approach is powerful and did better than specifically fitted solutions such
as CNNs trained on RGB or RGB-D data. Furthermore, we introduced a way to obtain
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Figure 4.7: Example scene retrieval and reconstructions : For each scene, the top row
shows retrievals from VR and the bottom row shows retrievals from VDR. Queried view is
shown on the left as a depth image with overlayed patch boundaries. Views on top row are
the top-five retrieved and validated views without using DPP. Views on the bottom row are
the top-five validated views with DPP. Reconstructed scene models from the respective sets
are shown on the right from two perspectives. Note that viewpoints vary significantly in
the diversified retrievals, and results in a much larger reconstructed volumes (over 1.5x).
geometrically diverse retrievals (DPP), and showed how such retrievals can help generate
richer reconstructions. Interestingly, in contrast to CNN approaches which begin with a local
neighborhood, our approach utilized macro scale features from start. The combination of
both paradigms would be explored in future work, for this and other tasks involving 3D
recognition.
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Figure 4.7: (Continued) Example scene retrieval and reconstructions : Example scene
retrieval and reconstructions are shown. For each scene, the top row shows retrievals from
VR and the bottom row shows retrievals from VDR. Queried view is shown on the left as a
depth image with overlayed patch boundaries. Views on top row are the top-five retrieved
and validated views without using DPP. Views on the bottom row are the top-five validated
views with DPP. Reconstructed scene models from the respective sets are shown on the right
from two perspectives. Note that viewpoints vary significantly in the diversified retrievals,
and results in a much larger reconstructed volumes (over 1.5x).
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CHAPTER 5
A NONSMOOTH NONCONVEX LOSS AND RELATED ROBUST OPTIMIZATION
In Chapters 3 and 4, we discussed how robustness can be achieved by appropriate represen-
tations and methodologies designed expressly for real world 3D data. Dedicated approaches
were presented, tackling the specific challenges posed by 3D modality in the real world and
focused on the problems at hand. The results obtained were promising, achieving a high
degree of robustness in difficult settings and scenarios.
Robustness can also be approached more intrinsically, in a fundamental sense. It can be
achieved by addressing the optimization involved in estimation of statistics of interest
(desired numerical quantities - for instance, estimating SE3 transforms from noisy 3D
correspondence data). This is the focus of this chapter. Such an approach would be abstracted
from its application specifics. Apart from being quite effective by itself, it would complement
the application-centric (front-end) methods, such as ones we have been discussing in
Chapters 3 and 4.
By being tolerant to outliers while estimating a statistic, robust optimization can allow us to
approach robustness in a direct fashion. As we will see, it enables us to essentially reject
the influence of gross outliers, and even regulate the relative bias of inlying samples on the
estimate.
We discuss robust loss functions and optimization in this chapter, and present some useful,
novel contributions.
A robust loss function generally applicable to estimation and learning problems is proposed.
It has a desirable combination of properties well suited for exact estimation and outlier
suppression / rejection. The loss function is nonconvex, nonsmooth, and strictly concave
in [0,∞). Desirably, it allows data with zero or near zero residues (the best inliers), to
have the maximum and similar influence, while large residues and outliers are aggressively
suppressed. Its nonsmooth nature results in estimates that exactly fit more inliers. In our
experiments so far, on 3D data, it has performed promisingly - it seemed well suited for





Equation 5.1 above formulates the proposed loss, ρ× : R 7→ R≥0. Here r ≡ r(θ) ∈ Rd(r) is
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the residue vector corresponding to a datum. It is itself a function of the parameter vector, θ
- which parameterizes the model, configuration or state associated with the datum.
Nonconvex, nonsmooth loss / risk based formulations have been known to outperform their
convex and / or smooth counterparts in a variety of problem settings. They are the correct
choice when the data has non-Gaussian noise, missing features, irregular and / or multiple
structures. Besides, real world problems and phenomena often have a genuinely nonconvex,
nonsmooth description.
On the flipside, such objectives are difficult to optimize. This is due to lack of differentiability
(especially at the minimizer), presence of saddle points 1, and related numerical intricacies.
Thus in conjunction, a framework to optimize a related class of nonsmooth, nonconvex loss
functions is proposed. Approach and analysis for robust optimization of some important,
popular objective forms is provided. Sufficiency conditions for global convergence are
discussed as well. The scheme is efficient, stable and scalable.
Overall, the methodology involves deriving an alternate representation for the presented
loss function (and the associated class of nonsmooth loss functions) through a variational
factorization process. This allows reformulation of problem objectives into a convenient,
consistent form - which can then be optimized efficiently in a proximal block coordinate
descent scheme. At the core, this involves solving non-linear L1 minimization subproblems
(nonlinear least absolute deviations), along with much simpler scalar convex ones. To
avoid local minima, the whole optimization is carried with continuity under graduated
nonconvexity.
For solving nonlinear least absolute deviations, a solver based on successive proximal
minimization is proposed. It uses Peaceman - Rachford operator splitting for minimization,
and can operate in a trust region framework if required. The approach is robust, efficient in
practice, and has global convergence assurances. Least absolute deviations based approaches
outperform their least squares and related counterparts in a variety of scenarios ([138, 139]
for instance). Unfortunately, they are not easy to optimize - are particularly problematic in
the nonlinear setting. Thus the solver is useful by itself.
5.1 Some notes on ρ - losses and influence functions of related estimators
Consider a loss function, ρ : R 7→ R≥0 , such as one shown in Figure 5.1a, or ones in
Figure 5.2. For all practical purposes, when being utilized as in (5.8, 5.9, 5.10), the losses
could be understood as weighting curves for the residues (specifically their norm, ‖r‖ or |r|)
1 Nonconvex objectives can have an exponential number of saddle points along with local optima, which
makes even a proof of local optimality difficult (NP-hard) to construct.
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— basically regulating the response associated with each residue, and thereby leading to a
particular θ estimate. For example, it can be seen that the L2 loss (Figure 5.2a) attributes
weights which grow quadratically, unchecked, with increasing residue values.
Besides analyzing the loss curve itself, useful insights on behavior of ρ can be obtained by
observing its partial derivative with respect to residue, ∂ρ∂r , denoted as ψ. The term captures
the local sensitivity of ρ to perturbation in residue, and would arise when loss objectives
(5.8, 5.9, 5.10 for instance), are being optimized — when their derivates with respect to θ






can then be seen that ψ is related to the bias / influence that a particular residue has on the
solution, the θ - estimate.
The above characterization of ψ can be properly drawn out for estimation objectives of type
indicated in (5.8, 5.9, 5.10), when the residual function is equivariant with θ — that is,
when ∂r∂θ ∝ 1. Then, ψ becomes directly proportional to the 'influence function' of ρ based
estimators. The theory of influence functions, introduced by Hampel ([140]), characterizes
how, in large samples / population, an infinitesimal proportion of data contamination affects
the estimator (therefore its estimate).
Intuitively, the influence function is the change in an estimate caused by insertion of outlying
data as a function of the distance of the data from the (uncorrupted) estimate. It captures
the sensitivity of the estimate to a change / perturbation in observation of the estimate 2,
and is hence is indicative of the estimator’s local robustness. It is a measure of the amount
of influence that a single perturbation can have over the estimate.
A related concept is that of the rejection point — it is defined as the point at which in-
fluence curve goes to zero. A finite rejection point protects against very large outliers.
However, a finite rejection point ignores samples at tails of a distribution (for instance,
Figures 5.2n and 5.2p). It thus usually results in the underestimation of scale (Section 5.2),
adversely affects the statistical efficiency of the estimator 3, and may possibly give rise to
additional local optima in an objective. For robust estimators especially, it is thus a good
idea in general to utilize as many good samples (pertaining to the underlying distribution)
as possible, in order to maintain good statistical efficiency.
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(a) Loss function (b) Loss with varying scale
(c) Influence function (d) Influence with varying scale
Figure 5.1: ρ×: Proposed loss function ρ×
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5.2 ρ× and its properties
Equation 5.2 below gives the scaled version of the estimator, ρ×(r; s) 4. Its differential, ψ×,
is given in (5.3).










sign(r), r ∈ Rd(r)/0 (5.3)
Above, the sign function is taken element wise, as sign(r) ≡ {sign(brcc)}dc=1. Operation
d(..) is used to retrieve dimensionality, and b..cc is used to retrieve the cth dimension compo-
nent. Some properties of ρ× are noted in (5.4).
lim
|r|→∞
ρ× = s (5.4a)
sup
r
|ρ×| = s (5.4b)
sup
r
|ψ×| = 1 (5.4c)
lim
|r|→∞
|ψ×| = 0 (5.4d)
arg sup
r
|ψ×| = 0 (5.4e)
∂bψ×cc
∂brcc
< 0 ,∀c, r ∈ Rd(r)/0 (5.4f)
2 For instance, in location estimation, with residue = θ − y, the influence function would capture the
sensitivity of the location estimate, θ, to a change in measurement, y.
3 Efficiency is a measure of quality of an estimator. An estimator with good efficiency will have the variance
of its estimate is as close as possible to the variance of the best estimator for a given distribution.
4 Generally, scaled version of an estimator can be formulated as ρ(r; s) = sqρ (ar/s), when the estimator has
Lp norm terms of the form ‖r‖qp. a is a tuning constant for maximizing statistical efficiency - it depends on the
data distribution. The scaling constant s depends on the distribution and scale of the data in question, and is left
up to the system designer. A popular approach to estimate it is through the median absolute deviation about
the median (MADAM) → s := median {|ri −median {ri}∀i|}∀i/b. b is a correction constant for asymptotic






= 0 ,∀c (5.4g)
Figure 5.1 plots the loss function and its influence curve. To compare, Figure 5.2 shows some
varied loss functions which have figured more often in literature.
ρ× is plotted in Figure 5.1a. It can be seen that ρ× has a horizontal asymptote to∞ (5.4a,
5.4b). This is needed in order to have a bounded response to outliers, and is only possible
with nonconvexity or concavity. All (non-constant) convex losses, when their domains
have not been truncated, have an unbounded sensitivity to gross errors / outliers, even in
the presence of Tikhonov regularization ([141, 142]). Thus a single outlier is capable of
skewing estimation arbitrarily when convex losses are used. This applies to all convex losses,
including Huber ([143]) and L1 (Figure 5.2c) 5 - estimates based on them can be arbitrarily
off in face of large residual errors. Note that the Cauchy (also known as Lorentzian loss),
although nonconvex, (Figure 5.2e) does not have a horizontal asymptote either.
Figure 5.1c plots ψ× (5.3), and is indicative of the influence function of ρ×. From Figure 5.1c
and property (5.4c), it can be seen that the influence function is bounded. Thus ρ× has
bounded sensitivity - it is locally robust, with any (singular) perturbation only having a
limited influence regardless of its magnitude.
A stronger, and global robustness property is that ψ× descends to zero - property (5.4d).
That is, any large observation errors have no influence on the estimate as they are completely
suppressed - the loss function saturates. Such functions are called redescending estimators.
Convex losses cannot have this property (Figures 5.2b and 5.2d). Clipped losses on the
other hand, like the clipped L2 and L1 losses (Figures 5.2m through 5.2p), go abruptly and
absolutely to zero (at a prespecified residue limit). This truncates tail influences altogether
which, usually, significantly hampers their statistical efficiency (also look at discussion in
Section 5.8).
In comparison to the smooth redescenders in Figure 5.2, ρ× rejects large outliers hardest.
From (5.3), it becomes clear that ψ× starts to aggressively suppresses influence for larger
residues, when the denominator (growing exponentially faster) begins to dominate.
ρ× is strictly concave in |r|, |r| ∈ [0,∞). Hence ψ× is strictly decreasing, with zero residues
having the highest influence (properties 5.4e and 5.4f). These are important properties -
they imply that the perfect inliers (zero residues) have the most impact on estimation, and
the influence progressively decreases with increase in residual error. Apart from ρ× and
Geman-Reynolds (Figure 5.2k), all the other losses in Figure 5.2 do not satisfy (5.4e) and
5 For example, in learning linear regression parameters (θ, residue = xT θ − y), the L1 loss is arbitrarily
sensitive when there are errors in measurement (along y) as well as data (along x)
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(a) L2 (b) L2 ψ (c) L1 (d) L1 ψ
(e) Cauchy /
Lorentzian (f) Cauchy ψ
(g) Welsch / Leclerec (h) Welsch ψ
(i) Geman-Mclure (j) Geman-Mclure ψ (k) Geman-Reynolds (l) Geman-Reynolds ψ
(m) Clipped L2 (n) Clipped L2 ψ (o) Clipped L1 (p) Clipped L1 ψ




Property 5.4g, in conjuction with (5.4e) and (5.4f), is important as well. It says that near zero
residues have similar influence in ρ× estimates. ψ× thus allows influence from zero or near
zero residues to get through fully, before descending strongly and eventually suppressing
high residual errors. Properties (5.4e) through (5.4g) together with (5.3) ensure that the
best inliers (with zero or near zero residues) have maximal and similar impact on estimation,
while the weaker inliers are significantly downweighted and thereon aggressively rejected.
None of the losses in Figure 5.2 satisfy (5.4e) through (5.4g). Estimates from the smooth
losses, such as Figures 5.2e through 5.2j), even though robust, would be biased significantly
from weaker inliers and / or outliers; while estimate from a loss such as Geman - Reynolds
(Figures 5.2k and 5.2l) would be unduly influenced by only a few samples with zero residues.
The nonsmoothness of ρ× lends itself to another strong mathematical property ([144, 145,
146], the property applies to some other nonsmooth losses as well, such as ρL1 , but not to
smoothed approximations of nonsmooth losses such as Huber, and clipped ones which are
nonsmooth elsewhere such as clipped L2). The nonsmoothness at zero with ψ(0−) < ψ(0+),
results in an estimate that exactly fits a potentially large subset of data. The estimate is also
stable under weak data perturbations. In contrast, any smooth loss function ρsmooth, with
very high probability, will never exactly fit even a single datum (a more qualified statement
is in the footnote 7). This property is quite attractive for exact estimation (exactly fitting an
inlier subset) in real world or realistic data (which is almost always noisy). Together with
(5.4) this makes ρ× well suited for estimation over data with low inlier ratios.
5.3 Variational Factorization
ρ(r) ≡ ρ(r|̊ν) = min
0≤ν≤1
ρ(r|ν) (5.5a)
ρ(r|ν) = q(ν)`(r) + p(ν) (5.5b)
To optimize ρ× (and other related losses, objectives based on it), we first factorize it into
6 In general, squared L2 based noncovex losses (Geman-Mclure, Cauchy, Welsch for example, 5.2e through
5.2j) and clipped convex ones (5.2o for instance) will not satisfy 5.4e and 5.4f together
7 Adapted from [144, 145, 146] — Assuming estimation of type referred to in Equation 5.8, with r(θ; oi) =
xTi θ − yi and ρ(r) being sufficiently smooth in R/0. It can be shown that if ψ(0−) < ψ(0+), then typical data
{yi, xi}D will give rise to local minimizers θ̂ of (5.8) which fit exactly a certain number of the data entries.
There is a possibly large set, ĥexact, of data points such that xTi θ̂ = yi ,∀i ∈ ĥexact. Additionally, all strict local
minimizers θ̂ are stable under weak pertubations of {yi}D . In contrast, if ρ(r) is smooth everywhere, for almost
every set {yi, xi}D , the local minimizers of (5.8) do not fit any entry of D. Thus, the possibility that a local
minimizer fits some data entries is due to the nonsmoothness of ρ(r)
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separately optimizable terms 8. Equation 5.5 formulates the general form of the variational
scheme we use. Here, `(r) is a function which is closed, proper and convex in r. It is typically
a simple loss. ν ∈ [0, 1] is an auxillary variable introduced to enable the factorization. It
couples `(r), with an associated penalty, given by a closed, proper function p(ν) which is
convex in [0, 1]. ν̊ referes to the optimum value from the minimization in 5.5a. The coupling
term, q(ν), is a function linear in ν over the support [0, 1]. The minimum of this family
of functions parameterized by ν is the actual loss function, ρ(r) (Equation 5.5, [142, 147,
149] for derivations). When `(r) is the squared L2 loss, clear connections can be drawn
with generalized weiszfeld and other fixed point methods such as quasi-Newton, gradient
linearization and reweighted least squares ([149, 150]). Note that this text focusses on
nonsmooth losses (have `(r) as |r|)
The factorization process is quite powerful. A rather broad set of functions can be factorized
through it ([142, 151, 147, 148]). Following analysis of Yu et al. ([142]), a variational
representation can be derived for ρ, if and only if ρ = a · pf∗ ◦ (−`) + b. Here ◦ indicates
function composition, pf∗ is the Fenchel conjugate of p (support of p is restricted to ν ∈ [0, 1]),
a & b are constants and ` is defined over all of the real number line.
We arrived upon ρ× by following the reverse process, starting with particular ` and p̂ having
the desired properties and structure. Equation 5.6 gives the ν-relaxed factorization for ρ×.
`×(r) = |r|, q×(ν) = ν, p×(ν) = s
(√
1− ν + ν log
√




ρ× (r) ≡ ρ× (r|̊ν) = min
0<ν≤1
ρ× (r|ν) (5.6b)
ρ×(r|ν) = ν|r|+ s
(√
1− ν + ν log
√




Equations 5.6b-5.6c can be interpreted as follows — for each (base) loss that is incurred in
the absolute sense (|r|, due to some residue r), there is an associated importance weight
(given by ν̊) and penalty (given by p×(̊ν)), that regulate how much that residue contributes
towards the net loss (5.8), and hence its impact / influence on the parameter estimation.
Equation 5.15 shows how a residue and its importance weight are related for ρ× - it has the
same form as the influence curve, ψ×. ν̊ thus serves as an explicit outlier / inlier marker —
the closer it is to 1, the better the corresponding data point fits the estimated model, and
8 The idea is to gainfully factorize the loss by introducing an auxilliary variable, ν. Firstly, to have resultant
terms that can be effectively optimized separately, and secondly, to have an explicit characterization, through ν,
of the sample importance weighting / outlier suppression property of the loss function. The later benefit extends
beyond theoritical insights - one can add (possibly domain specifc) additional regularization / interaction terms
based on ν, that can directly regulate the loss function characteristics in a desirable fashion ([147, 148, 142])
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vice versa.
Note that any convex loss function ρcvx can be trivially represented in a ν-relaxed factoriza-
tion. For instance, Equation 5.7 gives the trivially factorized form of L1 loss. In general for
any convex loss, ρcvx, we have `cvx = ρcvx, qcvx(ν) = ν and pcvx(ν) = I[ν=1].
`L1(r) = |r|, qL1(ν) = ν, pL1(ν) = I[ν=1] (5.7a)
ρL1(r, ν) = ν|r|+ sI[ν=1] (5.7b)
5.4 Robust Optimization
We optimize objectives of the forms modeled in Equations 5.8 through 5.10. Apart from ρ×,
the analysis applies to a general class of nonsmooth, median type nonconvex loss functions.
Such loss functions, as discussed in Section 5.2, are well suited for problem settings requiring
robustness, sparsity or exact fitting / estimation.
The objective forms in Equations 5.8 through 5.10 figure prominently in modeling of
overdetermined systems. They are optimized similarly (Section 5.5) - similar analysis should





































Equation 5.8 formulates the standard estimation and loss minimization objective. The form
is known as M-estimation in statistics, and empirical risk minimization in machine learning
literature. The generally applicable (5.8) appears in robust parameter estimation, regression,
model fitting, subspace learning / estimation and several supervised learning problems to
name a few. The model parameters are indicated by the vector, θ ∈ Rd(θ). As used earlier in
the text, r (θ; oi) ∈ Rd(r), is the residual error function (residue) which captures the error
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in θ estimates. It could be the disparity between observations and predictions or a more
involved function of the data/observations and the associated unknown parameterization.
We use oi to jointly refer to the data/observations. θ refers to the unknown parameterization
to be estimated.
Equation 5.10 is a general formulation applicable to problems with structure (for instance,
spatial, temporal or some other notion of proximity). The terms typically model regular-
ization, apart from fidelity to data and observations. Equation 5.10 occurs, for instance,
in tasks involving structurally regularized estimation, structured learning, multiple model
fitting and regularized subspace learning. It occurs in various reconstruction and recovery
tasks in vision and signal processing that require joint optimization and structural regu-
larizations. The left term is a unary term - employed either to incorporate model priors,
or to encourage fidelity to data or model measurements. The parameters of the model
associated with the ith datum are indicated as the vector, θi ∈ Rd(θi). The right term is a
set of Nρ summation terms for regularizing structural interactions pairwise, and to perhaps
integrate any associated measurements / constraints, indicated singularly through ogj,k. Each
kind of interaction is encoded by a respective set of edges, Cg|Nρg=1, over the models (their
parameters) relevant to that interaction. The estimators / loss functions are distinguished
through superscripts, ρg|Nρg=0. Correspondingly, rg|
Nρ
g=0, with r
g ∈ Rd(rg), are the associated
residual functions. It is assumed that there is no overlap between the various parameter
vectors, i.e. θi ∩ θj = ∅,∀i 6= j. λg are weighting constants balancing the various terms.
The form in Equation 5.9 subsumes the one in Equation 5.8, and occurs similarly in literature.
Again there is no overlap between the various parameter vectors, i.e. θg ∩ θg′ = ∅,∀g 6= g′.
Apart from being more expressive than Equation 5.8, it admits a neat variable block structure
- thus can explicitly leverage a block optimization scheme. Also note that Equation 5.10 can
often be fully expressed in the form of Equation 5.9, and even Equation 5.8. Although not
necessarily helpful in terms of leveraging blockwise optimization, the reformulation would
admit a simpler sufficiency condition for convergence.
Instances in literature solving Equations 5.8 through 5.10 do so assuming a particular loss
function, ρ. Convexity and / or smoothness of some of the terms is assumed. Generally,
either a) L2 based losses are employed, which result in least squares based subproblems
and can leverage standard solvers off-the-shelf, or b) L1 or similar loss is employed with
residual functions linear / convex in parameters, so as to ensure overall convexity of the term.
Various forms of strictly inferior relaxations and approximations of the original objective are
commonly employed as well - like convex relaxations and smooth approximations of the
problematic terms. Methodologies have also often employed very specific solution schemes -
that are fundamentally tied with intricacies of the particular objective.
The ensuing analysis applies to a broad class of ν-factorizable nonsmooth, nonconvex loss
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functions which have L1 as the base loss, i.e. `(r) = |r| for ρ in E1, and `g(rg) = |rg| for
ρg, ∀g in E2 and E3. The various residual functions r.., each defined over some parameter
vector(s) θ.., can be arbitrary but have to be differentiable. The setup thus allows flexibility
and freedom to model problems more realistically.
To optimize E1, E2 and E3, we first express them in their ν-relaxed forms. For E1, we have
simply taken ρ = ρ×. For E2 and E3, as mentioned earlier, we have assumed that the base
losses for ρg,∀g are L1. The coupling terms qg(ν·),∀g are taken simply as ν·, without loss of




ρ× (r (θ; oi) |̊νi) (5.11a)
ρ× (r (θ; oi) |̊νi) = min
0<νi≤1
ρ× (r (θ; oi) |νi) (5.11b)
ρ× (r (θ; oi) |νi) = νi|r (θ; oi)|+ s
(√
1− νi + ν log
√
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j,k refer to the ν-minimizers from Equations 5.11b, 5.12b, 5.13b
and 5.13d respectively. At times, when the usage is evident, we omit explicitly noting
the dependence on parameters to reduce notation overload - so r(θ; oi) ≡ ri(θ) ≡ ri and
rg(θg; o
g
i ) ≡ rg(θg) ≡ r
g
g and rg(θj , θk; o
g
j,k) ≡ r
g(θj , θk) ≡ rgj,k.
5.5 Proximal block coordinate descent
E1 is worked with first. E2 and E3 are optimized similarly, just with the possibility to split
computation over several blocks (one pertaining to each parameter vector, θ..).
Below, just to take note of the nature of L1 norm - it is dimensionally separable and additive.
 denotes the Hadamard (element-wise) product. || is used to indicate the element-wise




|bxcc|, x ∈ Rd(x) (5.14a)
|x|+ |y| ≡
∣∣∣∣∣ xy



















sign a sign c
sign b sign d
]
(5.14d)
M || ≡ sign(M)M (5.14e)
Optimizing E1 : The factorized forms in Equation 5.11 and Equation 5.13 enable an
alternating minimization scheme. As can be seen, the base-loss (`×) and penalty terms
(p×(νi)) are easily separable. The parameter vector, θ, and outlier process variables, νi, can
be thus be solved in separate blocks.
However the standard block coordinate descent may not converge here. For block coordinate
descent to converge, all the subproblems either need to be solved to their respective unique
global optimum, or the objective function needs to be atleast quasi convex and continuous
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differentiable. Blockwise minimization can be unstable, unreliable with nonconvex objectives
- especially when the problems are nonsmooth ([152, 153, 154]).
In our case, while ν̊i can be evaluated uniquely (by construction, often in closed form),
optimizing for θ makes block coordinate descent problematic - although simpler than the
original ρ-objective, minimizing |ri(θ)| is still a nonsmooth, nonconvex problem.
Fortunately, a convergent scheme is possible by employing some additional machinery while
solving the θ subproblem. Specifically, a globally majorizing first order surrogate function
can be uniquely minimized for convergent descent, instead of the θ block itself. Together
with an additional regularity condition 9 on the objective, this insures global convergence to
a critical point ([152, 155]). In the scenario when global majorization cannot be ascertained,
convergence properties and stability can still be held by minimizing a locally majorant /
dominating, strongly convex first order surrogate of the block and ensuring sufficient descent
([156, 157, 152, 153, 158]).
Both the aforementioned scenarios are addressed while solving the θ subproblem. This is
covered in Section 5.6.
Solving Equation 5.11b for ν̊i - from
∂ρ×(ri|νi)
∂νi





where θ̂ is the incumbent estimate of the parameter vector, and r̂i ≡ r(θ̂; oi). The above can













ˆ̊νi|r (θ; oi)|+ constant (5.16a)




ˆ̊νi|r (θ; oi)| (5.16b)
which delineates our θ subproblem, after doing away with the constant terms. This can then
be specified in a matrix form, with WR ∈ Rd(r)·ND×d(r)·ND and R ∈ Rd(r)·ND . ei is the ith
standard basis in RND . Operator ⊗ below is the Kronecker product. θ̂+ indicates the updated
θ estimate.
θ̂+ = arg min
θ
WRR||(θ) (5.17a)
















Equation 5.16b / 5.17 is basically a weighted, nonlinear version of the least absolute
deviations problem 10.
Section 5.6 covers solving (5.17) with a proximal algorithm - a general purpose solver is
presented. The solver, NL1 / NL1−TR, operates iteratively, by successively minimizing tight
approximations / surrogates of (5.17) at the solution iterates - with convergent descent.
Importantly, the approximation model (mF (ξ;ϑ), 5.30) and it’s minimization (Algorithms
NL1, NL1−TR) is devised in the manner mentioned a bit earlier in this section - to ensure
convergent updates for block coordinate descent as well.
Thus note that, for purposes of optimizing E1 i.e. for block wise optimization, (5.17) need
not be minimized fully to a critical point - the θ block can be updated with the result of just
a single iteration of NL1 (Equation 5.18a) or NL1−TR (Equation 5.18b), which minimizes the
(local or global) majorant at θ̂ (mF (ξ; θ̂), 5.30) with sufficient descent.
θ̂+ = NL1(. . . < ..itrNL1 = 1, .. >) (5.18a)
θ̂+ = NL1 − TR(. . . < ..itrNL1−TR = 1, .. >) (5.18b)
E1 can thus be minimized optimized by cyclically updating the ν subproblems (5.15) and
the θ subproblem (5.17a / 5.18) until convergence.
Optimizing E2 : Objective 5.9 / 5.12 is optimized similarly. E2 has a regular block structure,
as there is no overlap between the various parameter vectors, θg ∩ θg′ = ∅, ∀g 6= g′, and the
terms involving them are all mutually separable. Thus they can be optimized in separate
blocks without impacting objective convergence ([155, 157, 158]) - in a similar fashion,
with similar considerations, as the θ subproblem in E1.
10 We say least absolute deviations to indicate an overdetermined system
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= 0, we will have
∣∣rg(θ̂g; ogi )∣∣+ ∂pg(νgi )∂νgi = 0 ∀i, ∀g (5.19)
νgi would be the solution of Equation 5.19. p
g(νgi ) is the penalty term in the variational
factorization of ρg (for generality, we had not assumed a specific ρg, only that `g(r) = |rg|,
and qg(ν) = ν). 5.19 is easy to solve by design - pg(ν
g
i ) is scalar and convex
11.
νgi can then be plugged into 5.12a to optimize θg blocks. We will have then
arg min
θg









∣∣rg(θg; ogi )∣∣+ constants , ∀g ∈ {1, . . . Nρ} (5.20a)









∣∣rg(θg; ogi )∣∣ , ∀g ∈ {1, . . . Nρ} (5.20b)
This can then be reorganized in as follows
θ̂+g = arg min
θg
W gRR




















Equation 5.21 is of the same form as (5.17), and would be updated similarly through a
single iteration of NL1 or NL1−TR (5.18).
E2 can then minimized by updating the ν.. and θ.. blocks in a cyclic or essentially cyclic
fashion until convergence. Also at each cycle of updates, randomly shuffling the blocks’
update order helps to avoid poor local minima more effectively than a fixed cycling order.
A block optimization scheme is useful for scalability, efficiency and deployment in distributed
setups.
11 The ν subproblem often admits closed form solutions
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Optimizing E3 : The ν blocks are solved in much the same fashion as before. From
∂ρ•(r•• |ν •• )
∂ν ••
= 0, we will have
∣∣r0(θ̂i; oi)∣∣+ ∂p0(ν0i )
∂ν0i
= 0 ∀i (5.22a)
∣∣rg(θ̂j , θ̂k; ogj,k)∣∣+ ∂pg(νgj,k)∂νgj,k = 0 ∀j, k, ∀g ∈ {1, . . . Nρ} (5.22b)
As earlier, ν̊0i and ν̊
g
j,k would be the respective solutions of (5.22a) and (5.22b).
Note that, although the various parameter vectors, θi, have no overlap amongst themselves,
the terms involving them cannot be mutually decoupled.
Thus, one way to optimize 5.13 would be to solve all the parameter vectors jointly in a single
Θ - block, Θ = {θi}NDi=1, and cycle it with the ν blocks. As before, from properties (5.14), all
the residue absolute losses |r0(θi)|,∀i & |rg(θj ,θk)|,∀g ∀j,k would get stacked vertically, and the
joint Θ - subproblem would have the same form as Equation 5.17, and would be optimized
using (5.18). The scheme would thus have the same convergence assurances as E1 (or E2
for that matter).
Alternatively, each θi parameter vector could be optimized in a separate block (with con-
comitant benefits). But unlike optimizing (5.12), a θi block here would contain nonsmooth
cross terms with some of the other parameter vectors (|rg(θi, θj)|, ∃j 6= i). For (majorization
based) block descent to have certifiable convergence in this case (i.e. nonsmooth block with
cross terms), a regularity condition has to be satisfied by the objective (5.10). Specifically,
all blockwise minimizers of (5.10) should also be its stationary points ([159, 155]) 12.
Otherwise, convergence to only a block wise minimum can be assured.
In the blockwise case, the subproblem for θi block would be as follows :
arg min
θi
E3 = arg min
θi
ˆ̊ν0i






∣∣rg(θi, θ̂k; ogi,k)∣∣+ constants (5.23a)
θ̂+i = arg min
θi
ˆ̊ν0i






∣∣rg(θi, θ̂k; ogi,k)∣∣ (5.23b)
12 The vice versa is always going to be true - all stationary points of a solution are always coordinate wise
minimum as well. Also, the forms E1 and E2 satisfy the regularity condition by default, by virtue of having
mutually decoupled nonsmooth blocks
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This could then be reorganized as earlier :
θ̂+i = arg min
θi
W iRR
i||(θi) , ∀i ∈ {1 . . . ND} (5.24a)


































where ki, gi are ordered arrays of indices. ki =
〈




g |{i, k} ∈
Cg, ∀g ∈ ugi
〉
and |gi| = |ki|. Set of unique constraint functions regularizing θi is indexed
by the set ugi =
{
g | ∃ k s.t. {i, k} ∈ Cg, ∀g ∈ {1, . . . Nρ}
}
. Ri is a function of θi. It has
incumbent estimates of all the other parameter vectors, θ̂t, ∀t ∈ uki plugged in. Here
uki =
{
k | ∃ g s.t. {i, k} ∈ Cg, ∀g ∈ {1, . . . Nρ}
}
denotes the set of all unique parameter
vectors (identified through their index) which share a regularizer / 2-clique with θi.
Equation 5.24 is again in the familiar matrix form, and would be updated similarly through a
single iteration of NL1 or NL1−TR (5.18). The minimization of E3 would be carried as earlier
as well, by cycling through the block updates.
5.6 Nonlinear Least Absolute Deviations
ϑ̂ = arg min
ϑ
EF (ϑ) = arg min
ϑ
WF F ||(ϑ) (5.25)
A successive proximal minimization scheme is proposed to find stationary points of nonlinear
L1 objectives of the type shown in Equation 5.25 in the overdetermined case 13. Objectives
of form (5.25) figure prominently in diverse domains, albeit under linearity or convexity
13 The benefits of L1 based optimization (like robustness, sparsity) over its L2 counterparts have been well
noted in literature. The minimization could pertain to a least absolute deviations problem, or a basis pursuit type
one. Least absolute deviation problems arise in overdetermined systems (m ≥ n), such as in sparse or robust
estimation, regression and several learning problems as discussed earlier. Basis pursuit type problems arise in
underdetermined systems such as ones that arise in compressive sensing applications, and problems pertaining to
sparse signal recovery and codebook / dictionary learning (m < n). We focus on the overdetermined case here.
Additional, often problem specific, regularization is needed to condition the problem in the underdetermined
case
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conditions on F ([160, 161] for instance). The framework of convexity can be too restrictive
though. As has been well known by now, practical / real world problems can often benefit
from more faithful, more accurate models afforded by nonlinear, nonconvex formulations.
Unfortunately, optimization becomes difficult as soon as one departs from both convexity
and smoothness 14. There have been a few approaches in more recent literature that have
been effective in practice in the nonsmooth, nonconvex setting. Most of them assume
separability of the objective into smooth and nonsmooth terms ([163, 164, 165, 166], and /
or impose convexity or other similarly strong regularity on the nonsmooth part [160, 167,
161]. Approaches have assumed direct proximability of the nonsmooth terms 15 ([168, 165,
158]), or have optimized smooth approximations ([169]). There are also methods which
have employed gradient sampling and quasi Newton methodology ([170, 171]).
Objective separability is not assumed here. It is assumed that the residue functions, r..
(nested in |.|, 5.17b,5.21b,5.24b), are all smooth, i.e. F : Rn 7→ Rm is continuously differ-
entiable (while F || is locally Lipschitz continuous). ϑ ∈ Rn in (5.25). WF ∈ Rm×m is an
arbitrary weight matrix with non-negative coefficients.
The method operates iteratively. At each step, a tight, strongly convex, but nonsmooth, local
approximation of the objective function about the current solution estimate is derived. If
majorization of the approximation model can be ascertained (requires a Lipschitz growth
condition on F ), it is minimized directly. Else the model is minimized adaptively in a trust
region framework that ensures a sufficiently dominant approximation. Convergent descent
is thereby ensured in either case. The approximation model’s minimization is carried by an
operator splitting approach (Peaceman - Rachford).
Note that the optimization can be viewed as an instance of majorization - minorization / suc-
cessive upper bound minimization meta algorithm ([172, 173, 174]). It also has similarities
with some trust region based methods ([175], although trust region approximation models /
subproblems are always smooth). In each iteration, we are basically modeling a surrogate
which bounds tightly from above, has the same first order behavior as the objective at the
point of approximation, and minimizing it (with sufficient convergence towards a stationary
point). It follows that the approach has global convergence assurances ([156, 176, 152]).
14 Standard convex optimization methods are not directly applicable ([162]). Popular gradient based
approaches, although effective in nonconvex problems, require objective smoothness. Their nonsmooth counter-
parts based on subgradients and cutting plane methods have been known to be non-robust and inefficient in
practice. Bundle based methods, which are the most reliable of subdifferential based approaches, are primarily
designed for the convex setting - even ascertaining local optimality requires convexity assumptions. They
are not as effective in the nonconvex case. Approaches based on proximal operators, such as proximal point,
iterative Bregman (method of multipliers), proximal gradient, alternating direction method of multipliers (split
Bregman), are not directly applicable. Although robust and potentially efficient, they require convexity, operator
proximability and make other assumptions depending on the operator. Sequential quadratic programming
approaches assume objective smoothness
15 A convex function f(x) is proximable if the minimizer of f(x) + 1
2λ
‖x− a‖22 can be obtained in closed form
or easily
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The scheme works well in practice - is efficient, can handle large problems and is stable.
Approximating EF locally : We first develop the local approximation model for EF . Since
EF is locally Lipschitz continious, a tight first order local approximation can always be de-
vised - due to the continuity and existence of generalized directional derivatives. Generalized
directional derivatives, ∇◦
d̂
, are the analogues of (standard) directional derivatives in the
nonconvex, nonsmooth case. Generalized subdifferentials (for nonconvex functions) are
defined through them. We define ∇◦
d̂







f(x + td̂)− f(x)
t
, x + d̂ ∈ C0 (5.26)
Keeping the above in mind, we first devise a first order local approximation of the objective
EF , in the vicinity of ϑ as follows
EF (ϑ⊕ ξ) ≈ ẼF (ξ;ϑ) (5.27a)
ẼF (ξ;ϑ) := WF F ||(ϑ) +WF J∂F ||(ϑ) ξ (5.27b)
ẼF is our first local approximation. It is parameterized by ξ 16 which delineates the vicinity.
We have ẼF (0;ϑ) = EF (ϑ). ẼF also approximates EF in the first order behaviour about ϑ.
By first order, it is simply implied that the approximation, ẼF , has the same generalized
directional derivatives (same directional behaviour) as EF , at the point of approximation, ϑ.
J∂F || refers to an element in ∂F ||(ϑ), where ∂F ||(ϑ) is the generalized jacobian at ϑ. It is
defined as
∂F ||(ϑ) := conv {A ∈ Rm×n| ∃ϑt ⊂ Rn/ΩF ||(ϑ)s.t. ϑt → ϑand JF ||(ϑt)→ A} (5.28)
where ΩF ||(ϑ) ∈ Rn is the set where F || fails to be differentiable. The generalized jacobian
(Clarke) of a locally Lipschitz continuous function, possibly nonconvex, is defined as the
set constructed from the convex hull of all possible limits of jacobian matrices, JF ||(ϑt) at
point(s) ϑt converging to ϑ. It is the generalization of the generalized subdifferential to
vector valued functions.
We have that diag(sign(F (ϑ))) · JF (ϑ) ∈ ∂F ||(ϑ). Plugging J∂F ||(ϑ) := diag(sign(F (ϑ))) ·
16 Operator⊕ is just used to indicate increment. For cartesian spaces, ϑ⊕ξ , ϑ+ξ. For Lie groups, ϑ⊕ξ , ϑeξ̂
is the retraction / exponential mapping. ξ̂ here is the lie algebra isomorphic with the local coordinates ξ ∈ Rn
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Figure 5.3: Local approximation model : The curve in green is EF . The blue plot is the
first order approximation, ẼF at ϑ ≈ 3.22. The red curve is the majorizing, strongly convex,
local approximation model mF . All curves in the figure are nonsmooth.
JF (ϑ) in Equation 5.27, and approximating about ϑ̂, the incumbent ϑ estimate - we will
have a concrete realization of the first order model (Figure 5.3) .
ẼF (ξ; ϑ̂) = WF |F (ϑ̂) + JF (ϑ̂)ξ| (5.29)
We then add a quadratic term to ẼF (ξ; ϑ̂) to get our final approximation model, mF (ξ; ϑ̂).




‖ξ − ξ̂k‖2Λζ , (ξ − ξ̂
k)TΛζ(ξ − ξ̂k) , Λζ  0, ΛTζ = Λζ (5.30b)
where Λζ = diag(ζ1, . . . ζn) makes the quadratic term, and hence mF (ξ; ϑ̂), strongly convex
(Figure 5.3). As mentioned earlier, mF (ξ; ϑ̂) is minimized iteratively (in T ikhonovLAD−PRS).
The quadratic regularizer is important in multiple ways.
a) The quadratic term ensures strong convexity in mF , which in turn ensures a unique and
stable minimum. Uniqueness of the minimizer facilitates convergence of our block descent
scheme.





cΛζ is convex∀ϑ =⇒ mF (ξ;ϑ) is strongly convex with Λζ (5.31b)
b) The quadratic term averts divergence from a potential minima by bounding EF from
above. Under Lipschitz smoothness on F (quadratic growth at most) and accordingly lower
bounded Λζ , the quadratic term makes mF a globally majorizing surrogate of EF . mF then
upper bounds EF , tightly from any approximation point ϑ in the effective domain, dom EF .
It also has the same directional gradients as EF at the point of approximation. Specifically,
the following are satisfied
mF (ξ) ∈ C0 (5.32a)
mF (0;ϑ) = EF (ϑ) , ∀ϑ ∈ domEF (5.32b)
∇◦
d̂
mF (0;ϑ) = ∇◦d̂EF (ϑ) , ∀(ϑ+ d̂) ∈ domEF (5.32c)
mF (ξ;ϑ) ≥ EF (ϑ) , ∀(ξ ⊕ ϑ) ∈ domEF , ∀ϑ ∈ domEF (5.32d)
Given (5.32), minimization of mF (ξ;ϑ) results in convergent descent. Successive minimiza-
tion through Algorithm - NL1 is globally convergent, as it is an instance of majorization -
minorization ([152, 156, 176]). The majorization also facilitates convergence for the block
optimization procedure (Sections 5.5, [155])
c) In the scenario when Lipschitz growth condition on F and hence the last condition (5.32d)
cannot be verified or satisfied, mF (ξ; ϑ̂) is minimized in a trust region framework (Algorithm
- NL1−TR). The trust region is adapted by regulating the quadratic term, through Λζ . It
ensures that minimizing mF (ξ; ϑ̂) results in an acceptable descent step (υaccept in NL1−TR,
typically υaccept ≈ .2). A stricter descent can be ensured as well, for global convergence
assurances. mF would then be adapted to sufficiently dominate locally — 5.33 below gives
a sufficient condition for local majorization ([156, 166], together with 5.32a - 5.32c which
mF satisifies by design).
EF (ϑ̂⊕ ξ̂) ≤ mF (ξ̂; ϑ̂) , ∀(ϑ̂⊕ ξ̂) ∈ domEF (5.33)
5.33 would be maintained by NL1−TR when υaccept ≥ 1. This also facilitates convergence of
the block optimization procedure (Sections 5.5, [157, 158, 152])
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d) Strong convexity and Lipschitz smoothness of the quadratic term also ensures a contractive
mapping. The operator splitting approach (Peaceman - Rachford) used to minimize mF
requires atleast one of the operators to be contractive for objective convergence ([177, 178]).
The minimizing fixed point iteration then converges strongly and geometrically.
Minimizing approximation model : Algorithm 5.1, NL1, presents the procedure for mini-
mizing 5.25. In each (outer, NL1) iteration the approximation model, mf is constructed and
is passed on to the subroutine T ikhonovLAD−PRS for minimization.
To minimize mF which is strongly convex but nonsmooth, we employ an approach based on
proximal operations 17. Specifically, an operator splitting scheme ([180]) 18 is applied over
the dual of the approximation model, mF , to find a fixed point minimizing mF .
min mF (ξ; ϑ̂) ≡ min
ξ




⇔ min h(x) + g(z) with x = Bz − c (5.34b)
z = ξ, c = −WFF (ϑ̂), B = WFJF (ϑ̂), Q = Λζ (5.34c)
h(x) = |x|, g(z) = 1
2
‖z‖2Q (5.34d)
Above, the objective min mF (ξ; ϑ̂) (5.34a) is reformulated to (5.34b), by introducing an
additional auxillary variable x. The dual problem of (5.34b) is noted in Equation 5.35a
below. h∗ and g∗ are the Fenchel conjugates as earlier. y is the dual variable, which figures
as the Lagrange multiplier in the constrained primal. Strong duality holds due to convexity
of mF .
min h∗(y) + g∗(−BTy)− cTy (5.35a)
17 Proximal algorithms have become popular in recent years for convex optimization due to their general
applicability and ability to handle high dimensional and large scale and distributed problems. They are well
suited for nonsmooth analysis - are often free of derivatives altogether. "They sit at a higher level of abstraction
than classical algorithms like Newton’s method : the base operation is evaluating the proximal operator of a
function" - [179]. The proximal operation, which lends itself to several interpretations, is a (significantly easier)
convex optimization problem itself. The approach not just affords significant flexibility. It also provides a unifying
framework for analyzing, and potentially extending, a wide ranging set of convex optimization methods
18 An operator is a point to set mapping or a relation - it generalizes the notion of a function, and provides
a unifying analytical construct usefully abstracted from encumbering problem specifics. Operator splitting
methods work by separately optimizing the different terms in the objective in a fixed point iteration. A strongly
(or weakly) convergent splitting scheme involves a sequence of operations which are contractive (or firmly
nonexpansive) on the whole
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Algorithm 5.1: Nonlinear L1 Solver [ NL1 ]
Function MainNL1
Input : F (ϑ) , WF , < Input− Parameters >
Output : ϑ̂
Input-Parameters : ζc
d←− ζhigh ∀c ∈ {1 . . . n} , itrNL1
d←− thigh , tProxL
d←− thigh , ϑinit
d←− 0
// d←− indicates fallback / default value. ··high implies sufficiently high.
ϑ̂← ϑinit
t← 0




Q← diag(ζ1, . . . ζn)
ξ̂ ← TikhonovLAD-PRS( B , c , < zinit , Q , tProxL >)
ϑ̂← ϑ̂ ⊕ ξ̂
t← t + 1
End




Input : B , c , < Input− Parameters >
Output : z
Input-Parameters : xinit
d←− 0 , Q d←− ζhigh1n , tProxL
d←− thigh , α
d←− .75 , β d←− .25
// min |x|+ 1
2





While k < tProxL & !converged
zk+1 = (Q + %B
T
B)−1(%BT (c + xk − yk/%) // g(z) , 1
2
‖z‖2Q
yk+1/2 = yk + α%(Bzk+1 − xk − c)
xk+1 = shrink 1
%
(Bzk+1 + yk+1/2/%− c) // h(x) , |x|
yk+1 = yk+1/2 + β%(Bzk+1 − xk+1 − c)
k ← k + 1
End
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Algorithm 5.2: Nonlinear L1 Solver with Trust Region [ NL1− TR ]
Function MainNL1−TR
Input : F (ϑ) , WF , < Input− Parameters >
Output : ϑ̂
Input-Parameters : ζ d←− ζhigh , δ0
d←− 1 , Υaccept d←− 1 , Υgood d←− 1.5Υaccept , δinc d←− 2 , δdec d←− .9 ,
itrNL1−TR
d←− thigh , tProxL
d←− thigh , ϑinit
d←− 0
// d←− indicates fallback / default value. ··high implies sufficiently high.
ϑ̂← ϑinit
t← 0




Λ = 1n  BTB
Q← ζ Λ‖Λ‖2 δ
−1
t // ‖Λ‖2 = maxc{Λc,c}
ξ̂ ← TikhonovLAD-PRS( B , c , < zinit , Q , tProxL >)
Υt ← (EF (ϑ̂)−EF (ϑ̂⊕ξ̂))/(EF (ϑ̂)−mF (ξ̂;ϑ̂))
switch Υt
case Υt ≥ Υgood
δt+1 ← δinc · δt
ϑ̂← ϑ̂ ⊕ ξ̂
case Υt < Υaccept
δt+1 ← δdec · δt
otherwise
δt+1 ← δt
ϑ̂← ϑ̂ ⊕ ξ̂
t← t + 1
End
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0 ∈ F(y) , F = ∂h∗(y)−B∂g∗(−BTy)− c (5.35b)
0 ∈ F(y) ⇔ 0 ∈ (Fh + Fg)(y) (5.35c)
Fh = ∂h
∗(y)− c, Fg = −B∂g∗(−BTy) (5.35d)
Equation 5.35b states the dual problem as an equivalent generalized equation with operator
F. Here F is the subdifferential operator (standard subdifferential as mF is convex) - so
(5.35b) basically says that the subdifferental set at a stationary point y should necessarily
contain a zero subgradient.
5.35c and 5.35d then indicate how F is split into two separate operations Fh and Fg, giving
way to the split generalized equation (5.35c). The split equation can then be effectively
solved by the fixed point equation system 5.36a below.
CFh ◦ CFg(w) = w , y = RFg(w) (5.36a)
RFf , (I + %Ff )
−1 , CFf , 2RFf − I (5.36b)
RFf (w)
Ff=∂f





‖t−w‖2 , % > 0 (5.36c)
The fixed point system 5.36a involving the composited operators and operations is orginally
due to Peaceman and Rachford ([181]). The composite operators, cayley (CFf ), and
resolvent (RFf ) are defined in (5.36b,5.36c) for an arbitrary convex function f . The
Peaceman - Rachford splitting (PRS) above converges provably when atleast one of the
cayley operators (CFh , CFg) is contractive. As g is strongly convex (5.34d), this is the case
here with CFg — the system (5.36a) then converges strongly and faster than any of its
damped variants (Table 5.1, [177, 182, 178]) 19.
Unrolling (5.36) and applying it to (5.34b), gets us the fixed point system (5.37) which
19 The prominent Douglas-Rachford splitting is a damped version of PRS - the damping allows weak conver-
gence under more relaxed conditions. Alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) is an example of
Douglas-Rachford splitting.
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minimizes mF in the primal-dual.
zk+1 = (Q+ %B
T
B)−1(%BT (c+ xk − yk/%) (5.37a)
yk+1/2 = yk + %(Bzk+1 − xk − c) (5.37b)
xk+1 = shrink 1
%
(Bzk+1 + yk+1/2/%− c) (5.37c)
yk+1 = yk+1/2 + %(Bzk+1 − xk+1 − c) (5.37d)
Above, shrink is element-wise soft thresholding / shrinkage operation. It is the proximal
operation over L1 norm — prox1/%|·|(w) ≡shrink1/%(w). It is defined as
shrink1/%(w) = sign(w) {max(|bwct| − 1/%, 0)}
d(w)
t=1 (5.38)
Two constants, α and β, are then added to 5.37b and 5.37d respectively, to regulate step
sizes, for faster and robuster convergence ([183, 184, 185]). In practice, this translates
into signifcantly faster convergence for particular (application specific) choices for α and β
([184] presents a recent analysis for allowable range of values).
zk+1 = (Q+ %B
T
B)−1(%BT (c+ xk − yk/%) (5.39a)
yk+1/2 = yk + α%(Bzk+1 − xk − c) (5.39b)
xk+1 = shrink 1
%
(Bzk+1 + yk+1/2/%− c) (5.39c)
yk+1 = yk+1/2 + β%(Bzk+1 − xk+1 − c) (5.39d)
The system 5.39 above is iterated till a minimizing fixed point is attained. Since mF is
strongly convex, the fixed point is its unique minimizer. The procedure is outlined as
T ikhonovLAD−PRS in NL1. Note that T ikhonovLAD−PRS involves a sequence of simple, exact
operations which are efficient, can scale very well and are very stable.
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Table 5.1: TikhonovLAD−PRS evaluation over linear recovery task : Average iterations
required to sufficiently recover a source signal, from its corrupted linear encoding, are in-
dicated. This was done for source signals of increasing length (wordsize). Different Lower
values are better. Q = ζ 1n for the experiment (Function T ikhonovLAD−PRS). The results indi-
cate graceful scaling. Note that when α = 0, the method essentially corresponds to alter-
nating direction method of multipliers (ADMM). Significant improvements in convergence
can be achieved over it, as the results show.
Constants ↓ Wordsize→ 256 512 1024
ζ = 0
〈α = 0, β = 1〉 (ADMM) 99.96 132.94 179.02
〈α = .3, β = .7〉 94.27 123.64 171.76
〈α = .7, β = .3〉 89.92 119.44 165.51
ζ = 5
〈α = 0, β = 1〉 (ADMM) 102.7 154.43 180.86
〈α = .3, β = .7〉 94.72 123.18 157.44
〈α = .7, β = .3〉 90.58 118.93 153.41
ζ = 10
〈α = 0, β = 1〉 (ADMM) 116.64 144.31 188.1
〈α = .3, β = .7〉 104.20 129.34 175.74
〈α = .7, β = .3〉 100.19 125.34 167.51
Minimizing approximation model with trust region : Trust region variant of the approach
is presented in Algorithm 5.2, NL1 − TR. A trust region framework is necessary when mF
majorization, and hence sufficient descent and convergence is not assured anymore.
NL1 − TR proceeds quite similarly, except that the quadratic regularizer, regulated by
Q = Λζ , now gets adapted each (outer) iteration. This is done depending on the fitness
of the current descent step (ξ̂). The fitness score, indicated by Υt, basically captures the
ratio of actual descent to the expected one, as predicted by the approximation model, mF .
A low fitness (Υt < Υaccept) implies that there was insufficient descent. This would be
because the approximation model failed to remain faithful, and hence a smaller region
needs to be trusted. No update is made in this case, and the trust region (delineated
by Q ≡ Λζ) is contracted by increasing the regularization (through δt). Similarly, more
region is trusted when there is good descent. For a better descent step, Λζ is diagonally
reshaped in accordance with the (rough, Gauss-Newton) local curvature shape estimate
(∝ (1nJF (ϑ̂)TWTFWF JF (ϑ̂))/‖1nJF (ϑ̂)TWTFWF JF (ϑ̂)‖2).
Although sufficient descent is insured by the aforediscussed scheme, a stricter local majoriza-
tion condition is necessary for convergence in the nonconvex, nonsmooth case - (5.33) needs
to be satisfied in order to ensure that the approximation model mF dominates EF locally.
This can achieved by setting Υaccept ≥ 1. Condition (5.33, [156]) basically makes sure that
that the descent step is always bounded from below by the objective - EF is lower than (not
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above) mF at the updated solution point - thus ensuring that the step / update does not
diverge away from a potential minima in EF . Similarly motivated conditions have have been
employed in different settings [186, 160, 158].
Figure 5.4: Performance curves : We show the impact of optimizer iterations / lowest
scale optimized, on accuracy of SE(3) estimates using the proposed loss, under graduated
nonconvexity (Section 5.7). The noncovexity was regulated by varying the scale parame-
ter, s, in 5.2 (more nonconvex at lower scales). s was reduced by a constant factor every
five iteration cycles (5.15, 5.17 / 5.18). The horizontal axis labels indicate the number
of iterations and lowest scale optimized. The scale values are in metres and normalized
point clouds were used in the experiment. Average translation errors, rotation errors and
estimation success rates have been indicated in the top, middle and bottom plots respec-
tively. The curves are from different data sets, with their average result being indicated by
the thicker yellow curve. The results on right were evaluated on significantly noisier data
(more outliers, marked as 'step25') than the result plots on left (marked as 'step10').
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5.7 Tackling Local Minima
As is the case with nonconvexity, finding a global minimizer is NP-Hard. The focus then lies
on finding good locally optimal solutions.
Graduated NonConvexity — The scale parameter s regulates the convexity of ρ× about the
zero set (minimizing solutions, with zero residues) in a continuous manner. Figure 5.1b
shows ρ× with varying values of s (similar analysis applies to other robust losses as well).
It can be seen that with increasing scales, ρ× behaves like strictly convex L1 loss in the
(correspondingly larger) neighborhoods about zero. Minimizing at a sufficiently high scale
(akin to to solving an L1 convex relaxation) thus results in a globally optimal solution, albeit
with all data as inlier and affecting the solution estimate accordingly. The inferior solution
estimate can serve to nicely initialize a more nonconvex / less relaxed ρ×, and would result
in its refinement. This could be pursued successively while maintaining continuity of the
objective through, s, and keeping track of the solution ([187]).
In practice, the technique is quite effective in avoiding bad local minima - can even help
reach globally optimal solutions of the original nonconvex objective in certain cases ([188,
189]). It performed well in our experiments (Figure 5.4).
5.8 Experiments
Figure 5.5 evaluates the efficacy of the proposed loss (labelled as 'X ') through SE(3) esti-
mation task from noisy sets of 3D correspondences. It also shows comparisons with some
varied robust losses which have been utilized in perception literature. Cauchy (also known as
Lorentzian) and GM (Geman-Mclure) are smooth, nonconvex losses that have been predom-
inant in perception literature involving robust estimation. Clip−L1, GR (Geman-Reynolds)
and CauchyL1 are nonsmooth, nonconvex losses — these have been utilized much less, as
they are difficult to optimize in the general case. Instances in literature utilizing them have
made specific assumptions on nature of residues or the loss objective, like linearity, convexity
or similarly strong regularity (for instance [167, 161, 160, 142], Section 5.6) 20. Since the
task is one of SE(3) estimation, RANSAC based robust least squares 3D transform estimates
have been evaluated as well (SAC−L2A and SAC−L2B, with normalized thresholds of .025
and .0375 metres respectively to identify inliers) 21.
We utilzed datasets from [102, 103] which comprise of spatio-temporally contiguous depth
20 Instances like [190] present application specific solutions. [190], which utilizes Clip−L1 loss, estimates
SE(2) from 2D correspondences by exploring the 1D space of rotations. The approach will not generalize to
arbitrary nonlinear residues and multivariate params.
21 RANSAC is a discreet scheme, for robust fitting through random sampling. It is more useful for estimating
models with low number of parameters.
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images from varied indoor settings, and come with accurate pose ground truths. For
ascertaining putative 3D correspondences between pairs of frames, SHOT descriptors were
utilized. Keypoints were ascertained by uniform volumetric sampling of the pointclouds,
and descriptors were matched based on proximity in the L2 sense. As consecutive frames in
the datasets only had small motion between them, the correpondence sets were evaluated
between pairs that were 10 and 25 frames apart (marked as 'step10' and 'step25' respectively).
Thus the sets of putative correspondences had a signifcant number of outliers (false matches),
as performance of local 3D descriptors like SHOT deteriorates sharply with increasing
viewpoint changes. It also follows that correspondence sets arising from 'step25' datasets had
significantly lower inlier ratios than 'step10' datasets.
SE(3) motion estimates between a pair of frames were then ascertained through the set of





ρ (T (θ) pi − qi) (5.40a)
ri (θ) = T (θ) pi − qi (5.40b)
(5.40) is the M-estimation objective (5.8) analyzed in Section 5.4, with residue specified
as (5.40b). Above, {pi, qi} indicates the set of putative correspondences between a pair of
frames, and T (θ) is the SE(3) motion between them. ρ above, would be one of the losses
indicated in Figure 5.5.
All the nonsmooth losses (L1, Clip−L1, GR, CauchyL1, X) were optimized using the method
presented in Section 5.4 — as indicated earlier, these would have been difficult to optimize
otherwise, due to the nonsmoothness and the residue function, ri, being nonlinear and
nonconvex. The smooth, L2 based robust losses (Cauchy and GM) were optimized using
a method similar to [191, 147, 192]. The parameterizations were through Lie algebra.
Graduated nonconvexity was employed in all optimizations. For experiments shown in
Figures 5.5 and 5.6, the lowest (normalized) scale was kept at s = .025 metres ( Figure 5.4
elucidates how regulating convexity through s impacts performance).
Figure 5.5 shows the translation (top) and rotation (middle) errors, along with estimation
success rates (bottom). An estimate was deemed successful if the rotation and translation
errors were within thresholds of .20 metres and 20 degrees respectively. Better performance
is indicated by lower values in the error plots and higher success rates in the bottom plot.
The proposed loss, X, and Clip−L1 performed significantly better than the rest, across the
board — both in terms of accuracy and robustness. Note that the improvements over the
rest were larger when the inlier ratios were lower ('step25' datasets).
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Figure 5.5: Quantitative evaluations and comparisons : Performance evaluation and
comparison on SE(3) estimation task, from noisy sets of 3D correspondences. Average
translation (top) and rotation (middle) errors in the SE(3) estimates are indicated, together
with estimation success rates at the bottom. Datasets marked as 'step25' have a significantly
lower inlier ratio. The proposed loss, 'X ', is compared with some varied robust losses in
perception literature. SAC−L2A and SAC−L2B indicate RANSAC based discreet fitting with
different thresholds. X and Clip−L1 performed significantly better than the rest, across
the board. Also, losses which are both nonconvex and nonsmooth performed significantly
better than the rest. X, L1, Clip−L1, GR and CauchyL1 were optimized using method presented
in Section 5.4 — these would have been difficult to optimize otherwise, since they are
nonsmooth and the residues involved are nonlinear and nonconvex.
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Figure 5.6 shows the number of exact or near exact fitting data points / correspondences
with respect to various estimates. For each loss, this was ascertained by using its transform
estimate to evaluate the residues (5.40b), and counting the number of residues which
were within a certain threshold (.025 metres). The results in Figure 5.6 corroborate the
nonsmoothness property discussed in Section 5.2. X, L1, Clip−L1, GR and CauchyL1 all satisfy
this property, and have significantly higher fit counts than the smooth robust losses, Cauchy
and GM. Along expected lines, X, together with Clip−L1, clearly has the highest fit count 22.
Figure 5.6: Data fitting : For various robust losses, we indicate the number of data points
(correspondences) which fitted exactly or near-exactly to their model estimate (SE(3)).
Results with RANSAC (SAC−L2A and SAC−L2B, different thresholds) have been shown as
well for perspective. Datasets marked as 'step25' have a significantly lower inlier ratio. The
proposed loss, X and Clip−L1 have clearly higher fit counts. In general, the nonsmooth
robust losses had significantly higher fit counts than the smooth robust ones.
Note that the nonsmooth, nonconvex losses performed significantly better than the rest
(L1 is nonsmooth but convex). The properties discussed in Section 5.2 support the results,
given that the data had outliers and is likely distributed irregularly. The accurate, as well
as robust, estimates were from losses X and Clip−L1 — both of which allow zero and near
zero residues to have maximum impact, and reject larger ones. The two losses have notable
differences though. Following Section 5.2 and Figures 5.1 and 5.2, Clip−L1 either allows data
point residues to have maximum / equal impact on the estimate, or rejects them completely.
It thus basically evaluates the median result post truncation, not allowing any tail influences
at all. In contrast, X allows a smooth gradation for residues not close to zero – the weaker
inliers are significantly downweighted, and the larger ones are effectively rejected. Thus
while Clip−L1 can be slightly more robust, X can typically be expected to have a higher
statistical efficiency. While the two performed similarly on the considered data, we do not
22 The relatively low fit count for L1, especially in 'step25' datasets, we suspect, is due to it’s convexity and the
presence of significant number of outliers. As the outliers go unsuppressed, they skew the estimate greatly from
the truth (error plots in Figure 5.5). The RANSAC schemes have appreciable fit counts by virtue of their discrete
fitting methodology.
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expect this to be the case in general.
5.9 Conclusion
A loss function with properties well suited for robust, exact estimation was proposed. It
performed promisingly in our experiments and compared well with popular robust losses in
perception literature. To optimize M-estimation and structured estimation objectives with
the proposed loss function, a robust optimization methodology with convergence assurances
was proposed. The methodology is quite general and directly applies to an important class of
nonsmooth, nonconvex losses and resulting objectives, that have been difficult to optimize.
It supports block wise optimization for increased scalability and efficiency. A nonlinear least
absolute deviations solver was developed as part of the proposed framework. The solver
utilizes efficient and stable proximal operations. It is useful by itself as it can address general
least absolute deviation based problems in a nonlinear setting. Future work would focus on
utilizing the proposed loss and optimization methodology in various applications that require
robustness — such as structured estimation (reconstruction for instance) and parameter /




This dissertation discussed robust solutions to some fundamental 3D association problems,
and more generally applicable methods for robust analysis. The presented approaches
and methods were effective — they performed robustly on realistic data (particularly from
challenging 3D modality), and compared well with the state of the art.
Particularly, it was well established that — By leveraging 3D geometry at macro scales, it is
possible to perform purely geometric analysis of real world 3D data that is robust in the face of
noise, viewpoint changes, occlusions and partially overlapping content.
Robustness to data challenges can have benefits that go beyond good performance gains.
Doing away with restrictive assumptions and problem simplifications, not only broadens
applicability and scope but can also compel novel use cases. In Chapters 3 and 4, we saw
how this enabled operation in challenging, even unaddressed, settings and scenarios. And in
Chapters 2 and 5, we saw how this led to design of more powerful tools for analysis.
In Chapters 3 and 4, we saw how utilization of macro scale 3D geometry enabled a purely
geometric approach to perform on par with state-of-the-art methods based on RGB and RGB-
D, besides outperforming 3D only baselines. It led to representations that had a high degree
of robustness to noise, local ambiguities, sharp viewpoint changes, occlusions, partially
overlapping content and related challenges. The approach afforded means to effectively
capture 3D structural content — invariantly and robustly. It also admitted a geometric
feature space that generalized well across varied environments.
The approach thus holds further potential; in recognition, detection and reconstruction
tasks in particular. We look forward to utilize such features — which capture 3D context
at macro scales, are robust and viewpoint invariant — in a deep neural network based
framework for recognition and detection. It would also be interesting to utilize the methods
in Chapters 3 and 4 for large scale freeform reconstructions, possibly from a repository of
point clouds and range images — without requiring them to be spatio - temporally ordered
or proximal. An open problem is to characterize and quantify geometric ambiguity in 3D
point sets. This would prove useful in tackling structurally ambiguous scenes, such as ones
pertaining to just parallel walls, or stairs.
In Chapter 5, we saw how robustness can be achieved at a more fundamental level, by
addressing the optimization involved in estimation of statistics of interest. We studied a
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novel robust loss. Through theoretical analysis and empirical validation, we ascertained how
its particular kind of nonconvexity and nonsmoothness led to aggressive outlier suppression
and more exact estimation. Its distinctive combination of properties seemed well suited
for applications requiring robust parameter estimation. In conjunction, we also devised
an effective optimization methodology for related, and important, class of nonsmooth,
nonconvex losses and resulting objectives — these would have been difficult to optimize
otherwise. As part of it, we developed a nonlinear least absolute deviations solver that would
prove useful by itself, as least absolute deviations based approaches outperform their least
squares and related counterparts in a variety of scenarios.
This opens up some very interesting possibilities. It enables us to readdress problems that
require robustness with potentially better solutions. For instance, structured estimation
problems such as ones that arise in 3D reconstruction and SLAM. Reconstruction method-
ologies in literature have predominantly utilized L2 loss, which leads to a nonlinear least
squares objective. The few robust methodologies in literature, have again utilized smooth
(albeit nonconvex) losses. As observed in Chapter 5, nonsmooth nonconvex losses, and the
proposed loss in particular, seem better suited for such problems. Understandably, we are
looking forward to the prospects.
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